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November 20, 2003 
By Anne-Marie D'Onofrio 
editor-in-chief 
Coastal Carolina junior 
Brandon Sessions has many goals. 
On Oct. 28, he accomplished one 
of those goals. Sessions won the 
Horry County Council District 8 
Democratic Primaries. What is 
next for Sessions? Next is the 
General Election on Dec. 16 . 
.. [In preparation for the elec-
tion] the Horry County Democranc 
party is preparing a steering com-
mittee and a fundraising committee 
at this time, said Sessions. 
Leading up to the Primaries 
Sessions received a lot of support 
from the Coastal community. 
A L 
Sessions wins Primar· e 
prepares for General Election 
"I want to thank the tudents of 
CCU, as well as Pi Kappa Alpha 
and especially my brothers of Pi 
Kappa Phi for their help and sup- Junior Brandon Sessions was the Horry County Coucil District 8 Democratic Primarie 
. port in the election," said Sessions. campaigning for the General Elections which will be held Dec. 16. 
r Li rar 
, 
Sessions hopes to one day have L...-----,E=-v-e-n-w--:ic-:"th----::h-o-pe--e-t --:-:---:---::-bas--:-bee-n-m-y----::h-o-m-e----,al~l-m-y--,l~ifi:O-e-. -ma-te-r--,m:---an--w-a--....,.,....,,----,,- ~ 
an outstanding political career. Sessions will not forget hi commu- There need to be someone here to Se ions would like to po a 
"r want to go as far as 1 can in nity and his university once he has look after 'the residents of Horry challenge to the tuden of 
the political realm," said Sessions. moved on to the next level. County and the great people of Coastal, and that i to get involved 
"I [also] want to be a real estate "I'll come back to this area and South Carolina. And [after I grad- and take a stand. 
lawyer." live here," said Sessions. "This uate] I plan to give back to my alma 
By Carson Turner 
staff writer 
According to a 
report in the Sun 
News, Judge Stan 
Cross declared that the Shark 
Club in Conway is a public 
will 
remain closed until at 
least July 28, 2004. 
_.'1 PIZZI 
The club operators will also close Club 
Atlantis and Club Baja by January 2, though 
these were not involved in the decision by 
Judge Cross. 
It seems that the past summer was one of 
particularly exces ive 
lewd behavior at 
Myrtle Beach 
nightclubs. 
Allegations against the 
Shark Club included live sex 
acts, repeated underage drinking and 
wet t -shirt contests with participants 
as young as fifteen years old. 
According to their attorney the 
club operators accepted that "things 
Squawk! 
B16 
got out of hand." 
Citing club operations a a publi nui-
sance is not something unique to Horry 
County. Authoritie around the country are 
fmding themsel es having to deal with wha 
Michael Leahy ashington Post) call 
"Americas fascination with nudity. The 
popularity of the Girl Gone Wild serie of 
video i a good example of what the 
American Probation and Parole Association 
refers to as "desensitization of young people 
regarding public nudity" and it i this desen-
sitization that according to Professor Fred 
Medway of USC, "help define for them what 
is normal or acceptable behavior. " 





their picture taken. . 
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en (Free Delivery) 
1 Medium 1 Topping Pizza • 
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza 
1 Extra Large 1 Topping Pizza 
3 Medium 1 Topping Pizzas 
New!.Fresh Garden Salads 
$5.99 




Buy an Order of Buffalo Wings or Chicken 
Kickers Plus Breadstix or Cinnastix for S1.99 
Add an Order 'Of Breadstix, Cinnastix or 
Cheesy Bread to any Pizza Order for $2.99 
47-0602 
Try Our Late Night Delivery Special 
(Good from 10PM until Close) 
I 
Buy a Large 1 Topping Pizza & an Order of 
Breadstix, Cinnastix, or Cheesybread for Only 
$9.99 
tt 
ecruiting new mentor. for 2004-2005I1C1l4emic yea ! 
For more informa ion or an application. plea' coot ct 
Brad Harmon 
Office of Acad mic Advising & First-Year Prog ms 
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The White Ribbon Campaign 
Men working to nd men' vialcne c ainst omen 
12/1 
Monday: Distribution of Ribbons 
12/2 
Tuesday: lFC Fundraiser 
12/3 
Wednesday: Information Panel 
7pm Wall Aud. 
12/4 
Thursday: Candlelight Service 
Spm Singleton Horseshoe 





Appli ation Deadlin : 
Ja u ry 30, 2004 
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205 of the Student Center. 
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sion should not exceed 300 ,'ords and mu it 
include name. phone number, and affiliation to 
the unive~ity. Submission does not guarantee 
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not TIl( Chanticlur or Coastal Carolina 
University 
Some material may not be suitable for people 





An officer was dispatched 
to Univer itl' Place at approximate-
ly 1 a.m. in response to an a sault. When 
he arrived, he spoke to the.- victim who stated 
that he and her roo~ate, the su peet, were 
arguing over a cat and a gerbil that they were 
keeping in their apartment. At thi time the 
subject forcefully hoved the victim against the 
wall and caused the victim to hurt her back. 
When the officer arrived the ubject was 
nowhere to be found, b~=r he had poken to the 
Residence Hall Coordinator and stated that she 
had not shoved the victim. Roommates wit-
nessed the incident and corroborated every-
thing that the victim tated. The RHC instruct-
ed the suspect to speak to the Director of 
Residence Life to discuss future living arrange-
ments. 
2. 10/28/03 Incident Type: Broken 
Window 
At approximately 2:24 a.m. while an offi-
cer was checking the doors of The Commons 
dining hall, he noticed that the window in the 
front door had been broken. The officer 
checked the building to make sure no one was 
inside. When the building was found to be 
secure, he investigated the broken window. 
The window appears to have been struck from 
the inside by a domed object about one inch in 
diameter in the glas above the pu h-bar. The 
Aramark manager was contacted upon her 
arrival in the morning and she stated she did 
not know anything about a broken wiL:low but 
she would check with the night staff when they 
arrived later in the day. 
3. 10/28103 Incident Type: Vandalism to 
Automobile 
Residents to Waccamaw Hall reported to 
the front desk that the vehicle they had parked 
next to in the lot had a broken window. The 
police were called and arrived at Waccamaw at 
approximately 3:25 a.m. The owner of the 
1987 Ford Crown Victoria was notified of the 
damage 40 his vehicle. He stated that the dam-
age to the driver's side window must have hap-
pened between Oct. 5. the last time the uwner 
the car 
28. I t had rained the 
evening of Oct. 27/28 and the 
interior of the car wa only slightl 
officer speculated that the windo must have 
been broken.that night. The owner tated that 
nothing was mi sing from inside the car. 
4. 10/31/03 Incident Type: Vandalism 
At approximately 9:46 a.m., the police 
recei ed a call from an employee of the Roads 
and Grounds department stating that meone 
had run over one of the trees along Re idence 
Blvd. at Univer ity Place. The maintenance 
people found a ehicle that they thought had hit 
the tree. When the officer investigated the 
vehicle, he found some bark from an oak tree 
that matched the tree that had been hit. There 
were also ome tire tracks that mat hed the 
treads on the vehicle. The vehicle is registered 
to a per on whose daughter i a CCU student. 
This is still under investigation. 
s. 11/01103 Incident Type: Disorderl 
Conduct 
At the CCU Homecoming football game, at 
approximately 2:30 p.m., a pectator lowered 
his pants and showed his buttoc . The subject 
was taken into custody and wa sited for Public 
Disorderly Conduct and was then transported 
to the detention center by an officer of the 
Horry County Sheriff's Department. 
6. 11/02/03 Incident Type: andalism 
At approximately 11:08 p.m., an officer 
was called to the Santee Hall parking lot in ref-
erence to vanda1ism to a ehicle. The officer 
was directed to a 1999 Volkswagon Beetle that 
had the front windshield smashed. The owner 
of the vehicle stated that she had just parked the 
vehicle no more than an hour before the police 
contacted her. The victim gave the name of 
one female subject who she believed could 
have been responsible for the damage. The 
was que lioned 
and he had an alibI to WhlC 
coordinator confirmed. 
7. 11/03/03 ocident 
Larcen) andalism 
Page A3 
A Santee Hall re id n reported to 
that at approximatel 1 a.m. hen 
from bein out of town Ii r th 
noticed that th radio wa 
Jeep that had been par ed 
Hall. The radio a ed at 
damage to the right i e 0 th 
75_ 
. III 103 Incident Type: 
Telephon Calls 
At approximately 6:34 a_me a Palm 
Hall re ident called to tb police mp amm 
about an obscene ph ne call h reee' ed earh 
er that momin. Sh had recei ed the ph 
call at approximatel 6 a m. and 
said to her "Hi I mi yo. I 0 
have any pantie on. Are 0 goin 
overT' At first h th ught i 
boyfriend, bu then h realized that b 
recognize the voice. 
9. 11/09/03 Incid nt Type: Dru 
Paraphernalia 
At approximately II p.m., an officer a 
called to Elm Hall by a Residence Hall 
Coordinator. Upon enterin the r m ther 
was a trong odor indicatin po ibl dru . 
After the RHC searched the remaining rooms 
severa' item were ized for analy . . 
o . 12 the re idue from two bong and a co -
fee cup that were seized were tested and the 
resul were po iti e for marijuana. 
Crinu Log compliled fro". police nports IIIUl iate"w,s by tlSsisttult editor lessiea McMruru 
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Free things to do in Myrtle Beach 
By Carson Turner 
staff writer 
"But there's nothing to do ... " 
is a phrase we probably should 
never hear on the CCU campus. 
After compiling the Arts Calendar 
for each issue of The Chanticleer 
this semester, I can proclaim 
unequivocally, "There is some-
thing to do and it's free!" 
Those that know me or have 
been reading this column this 
semester already know that I may 
well be the epitome of cheapness. 
While I am in fact a bit on the 
cheap side, I never lack for some 
form of entertainment. More 
often than not, the university itself 
provides that entertainment. 
So, this month I want to offer 
for your listening and viewing 
pleasure the productions and cul-
tural events that are brought to us 
each month by this fme institu-
tion of higher learning. By this, I 
mean those events that are listed 
on the Cultural Arts Calendar and 
which (for the most part) are free 
for your enjoyment. 
There must be some reason 
that Hamlet is the most performed 
play in history or that people are 
willing to shell out big bucks to 
see the symphony. Surely, these 
performances are not presented 
here solely to meet the require-
ments of Theatre 101 and Music 
11 0 professors. 
If you missed "The Baker's 
Wife" or "Hamlet;" if you did not 
get to enjoy Dr. Bankston and 
friends; if you have never been to 
the recital of a senior music 
major; if you have never been to 
a showing at the art gallery; all is· 
not lost - there will always be 
something on the cultural arts cal-
endar to do. Check it out and see 
what you think. Visit 
www.coastal.edu and click on 
the Calendar/Events link, then 
click on the Cultural Arts Series 
Calendar link and find out what i 
happening on campus. Who 
knows, you might really like the 
ballet. .. 
Cafendar 
* Thursday, Nov. 20, 2003 
7:30 p.m.; Spirit of the Chanticleer 
Marching Band in concert; 
Wheelright Auditonum, free 
* Saturday, Nov. 22, 2003 
7:30 p.m.; "The Commodores" 
U.S. Navy Jazz Band ill concert; 
Wheelright Auditorium, free 
U.S. Navy jazz band to perforlD at CCU 
The Commodores, the premier jazz 
By Betty Holt-Turner 
ensemble of the United States Navy, will per-
staff writer form in Wheelright Auditorium on Saturday, 
Nov. 22 at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Department of Performing Arts, 
this concert is free to the public. 
The Commodores combine the best of jazz and popular music. Many 
of the members compose and arrange music for the group in styles rang-
ing from the authentic sounds of the swing era to contemporary music. 
The band, under the direction of Senior Chief Musician Randy 
Mattson is based in Washington, D.C. The 18 members tour extensive-
ly throughout the United States as representatives of the U.S. Navy. 
The band's visit to CCU is one stop on a two-week fall tour of the 
southern states. Senior Chief Mattson is a graduate of the University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas and has appeared on "Late Night with David 
Letterman," "Donahue" and "Ar enio Hall." 
* Tuesday, Dec. 2, 2003 7:30 
p.m.; joint concert, CCU 
Symphonic Band, Jazz Band and 
Concert Choir; Wheelright 
AuditOrium, free 
* Wednesday, Dec. 3,2003 
7:30 p.m.; PoplOl in concert· 
Wheelright Auditorium, free 
* Friday, Dec. 5-7, 2003; 
Columbia City Ballet presents The 
utcracker; Wheelright 
Auditorium, general admission $20, 
children under 18 free 
The group's latest CD titled "Commodores Live!" was released in the 
summer of 2002. Other recordings by the Commodores include the pop-
ular "Sessions on M Street, S.E." (1998), "Here and Now" (1996), 
"Some Bop" (1988) and "Full Swing Ahead'" (1982). 
photo courtesy of CCU news release. 
* Sunday, Dec. 14, 2003 4:00 
p.m.; The Long Bay Symphony 
presents Handel's Messiah; 
WheeIright Auditorium; general 
admi ion $20, ceu tudents free 
with ID 
The U.S. Navy jazz band, The Commodores, will perform Nov. 
22 at 7:30 p.m .. 
Scheduling events proves challenging at best 
By Benjamin Lee 
for The Chanticleer 
Scheduling 
events on a col-
lege campus can 
be hectic at times, but always challenging. 
Porter Medley, Director of Conference 
Services, said that before he began working 
in his present position, he had heard a story 
about a huge mix-up one year of two major 
events. Apparently, somehow, a May com-
mencement had been scheduled on the CCU 
soccer field at ' the same time as Special 
Olympics. He remembers how aghast he was 
at that mistake. He has since learned that 
scheduling events is something like constant-
ly working out gigantic jigsaw puzzles - one 
is always finding a missing piece to fit the 
parameters of a conference or a festive event. 
Conference and entertainment is just one 
area of scheduling, however. The other area 
is that of the Registrar's Office, which sched-
ules academic classes for the year. Both 
offices are dealing with changes on a regular 
basis. Conference scheduling is an inte-
gral plrt of CCU because there is no confer-
ence center on campus. Medley remembers 
his first week in the job of directing schedul-
ing. He said he will never forget the intro-
duction he had to just how hectic scheduling 
can get. 
"Probably about the first call I got from 
outside the campus was from the Horry 
County Republican Party for conference 
space," said Medley. 
Medley arranged for the group to have 
the space they peeded, only to be confronted 
with another issue. A party member then said 
that the group had a live elephant it wanted to 
bring on campus. Medley at first thought the 
member meant some kind of imitation ele-
phant, perhaps an inflatable. He soon real-
ized that they said what they meant and 
meant what they said - a live elephant. 
Medley set out to figure the logistics of 
accommodating an elephant in a meeting 
space on campus, only to be confronted with 
yet another request from the same party 
member. This time, he asked Medley to find 
space for a helicopter landing. It seems the 
then-candidate for president, Senator John 
McCain, was going to helicopter onto cam-
pus. 
"That was my introduction to schedul-
ing," said Medley. 
According to Medley, the growth of the 
student population and buildings parallels the 
increase in events each year. In the 2001-
2002 school year, the Conference Service 
Office had a request to use 14,000 rooms, 
which averages out to be about 5,000 events 
for that year. Approximately 300 of those 
events were non-campus related. In the fol-
lowing school year, 2002-2003, there were 
20,000 rooms requested, which averages out 
to be between 5,700-6,000 events for that 
year. 
"Approximately 97 percent of our busi-
ness is university-related," Medley said. 
The Conference Service Office schedules 
everything from student clubs, department 
meetings, conferences and events of all 
kinds. When there are events that will be 
advertised around campus, the scheduling 
o ffi c e 
makes 
Compiled by Carson and Betty 
Turner, staff writers 
sure that the time and dates coincide with 
information they have in order to keep every-
thing moving smoothly. 
The electronic sign at the campus 
entrance on Highway 501 is part of Medley's 
domain, for example. It advertise dates and 
times of events on a daily basis. It is impor-
tant to keep cliecking their data, as this limits 
mix-ups with students and the public attend-
ing events. I 
.. Aside from the marquee and the many 
bulletin boards in all of the campus building, 
another way to find out about the events hap-
pening at . Coastal is to go to utilize the 
. school's event website at 
www.coastaI.edulcalander.This website con-
tains all event information including event 
titles, time and day. 
Thursday, November 20, 2003 The Chanticleer 
New measures taken to ensu e camp 
In recent 
By Richard N. Weldon articles in 
Jor The Chlilincleer The 
Chanticleer, 
as well as in various other forums around 
campus, a number of questions about pub-
lic safety issues have been raised. 
Last month, CCU President Ronald R. 
Ingle ordered an immediate comprehensive 
review of the policies and procedures of the 
university's Department of Public Safety. 
He also placed the Department under the 
direct supervision of the office of the 
Vniversity's Counsel. In addition, he 
directed the Office of Student Affairs to 
organize and hold a series of workshops 
designed to give students the opportunity to 
voice their concerns about campus safety 
and to offer suggestions for 4nproved secu-
rity throughout the university community. 
A number of these forums have already 
been held, and more are scheduled in the 
days and weeks ahead. 
University Counsel Edgar Dyer, along 
with myself as Associate University 
Counsel, responded immediately by thor-
oughly reviewing the policies, procedures 
and records of the Public Safety 
Department. We swiftly instituted a num-
ber of change , which included: doubling 
the number of public safety officer patrols 
of the entire campus, residence halls, and 
University Place; completely changing the 
way the University reports crime statistics 
to make them properly align with Federal 
reporting categorie ; de eloping a "Silent 
Witnes'" program; securing acce to 
Uni er ity Place by out ider at night with 
a checkpoint and guard post; ensuring that 
reports of incidents to the Public Safety 
Department are properly documented· 
greatly expanding the information available 
on our Public Safety website and brochures 
(which includes updated information on 
crime statistics and a daily crime log); and 
appointing numerous Campus Security 
Authorities (CSAs) (University employees 
who have significant responsibility for stu-
dent and campus activities who will be 
responsible for the reporting of crimes for 
statistical purpost:s, as well as offering 
guidance and assistance to victims). There 
are also a number of other new initiatives 
which we will report to the campus com-
munity in future editions. 
Our number one goal is to ensure that 
Coastal Carolina UDjversity remains a safe 
place for everyone. Although CCU 
remains a relatively safe campus, there is 
always room for improvement. 
We have reviewed our incident reports 
for the past four year to ensure that we 
properJy report all of the appropriate data. 
There has been a lot of confu ion when 
reviewing our previously publi hed statis-
tics particularly in the area of sexual 
offense. Previously, we reported ex 
offenses in three different categorie (exu-
al a sault, non-forcible sex offenses and 
forcible sex offenses). Under the federal 
requirements of the Clery Act, uni er itie 
are required to report exual offenses in 
two categorie (forcible and non-forcible). 
We had been reporting our tatistic_ in 
tho e categorie required under South 
Carolina law. Bottom line- the total num-
ber of crime we reported are the same 
under the new requirements a they ere 
under the old, but they are now reported in 
the categories required by Federal law. A 
review of the pre iously reported statistic 
for sexual assault for the reporting period 
of January 1999 through December 2002 
show a total of one sexual assault, but if 
you check the other sex offense categorie 
on the published reporting form, it reveal 
a total of seven forcible sex offense and 3 
non-forcible sex offense for the sam 
reporting period. 
Obviously, even one sexual offense, no 
matter the category, is one too man . 
The University i conunitted to both the 
education of the campus community about 
sexual assault, as well as to the counseling 
of those who may be victims of crimes. 
Our campu resources include: counseling 
services, student health service public 
safety, women' advocacy center resi-
dence life and tudent affairs. In addition 
there are numerous tudent and community 
re ource available including: CCU' 
P.A.V.E. group, Grand Strand Community 
Against Rape, Waccamaw Center for 
Mental Health, and the State Office of 
Victim A i tance, to name a few. 
The Silent Witne online reporting 
web ite has been a ti ated a part of our 
effort to ensure a more secure camp en i-
ronment. The ne ' ite I cated at 
ww ..c a ta1.edu! afety! ime , allo 
any ne who wi h 1 report a crim r 
u piciou acti it) on campu to do 
anonymou 1y b filing an nline orm nd 
emailing it directl t la enforcemen . 
Job Talk 
Pag AS 
Ensuring adequate campu lighun ,J 
an ongomg project. At least 0 a w 
me Public Safe Department compile a 
lIst of all exterior ligh not rkin and 
forwards the Ii t to our maintenance depart-
ment for replacement or rq>air . 
our exterior ligh are maintained 
Cooper OUT local electrical ern 
pro ider, who respond qwc ur 
service reques. As there are appro .-
mately 980 exterior ligh to chec • 
ome burning out or being br en eac 
day, tb.i i ob i u ly an ong m pro· 
ensure quick repair or replacement. 
also depend on our tuden acuIty 
staff to report any bro en or burned 
lights. In addition, w al need the cam-
pu communi to help . dentify poorl lit 
area, that we may take appropriate c r-
rective action. A urve of all extenor 
lighting will be done thi ednesda, 
19 beginning at 7 p.m. 
Weal 
By Mollie Fout ARE YOU READY TO GET 
SERIOUS ABOUT GETTING A 
JOB AFfER GRADUATION? 
Inju t one day at Career 2004, meet and interview with 
outstanding employer and significantly incre e your com-
pany contacts; obtain more first and econd interview ; and 
expand your opportunity to get the job or internship you 
want with the company you want. 
CALLI 0 ALL J ORS 
for The Chanticleer 
As the fall semester screeches to its conclusion, you may 
begin to feel the presence of a large cloud of anxiety form-
ing over your head. Parents and friends are beginning to 
ask, "What are doing after graduation? Got a job yet?" 
Spring is the Job Search Season and whether you are a 
December graduate or expect to graduate in Mayor August 
'04, making time for job search preparation during the hol-
iday break is a very smart move. 
Career Services staff will be at work until Friday, Dec. 
19 and will return on Monday, Jan. 5, 2004 to assist you 
with employer research and resume and cover letter devel-
opment. Recruitment events are planned throughout the 
spring semester to connect you to employment opportuni-
ties. Visit the CCU Career Services web site at 
www.coastal.edulcareer and click on Upcoming Events to 
check out the schedule. 
Careers2004 Atlanta, Ga. - Jan. 19, 2004 
To attend Careers2004 you must apply on-line at 
www.careers2004.com and attach a resume. Your appli-
cation will be reviewed by the experienced staff of Career 
Conferences Inc., and if selected, you will be contacted by 
email and invited to attend. There is no cost to studen to 
participate in this event. 
Career Services will sponsor free transportation to 
Atlanta for a limited number of studen . If you are invit-
ed and want to travel with the sponsored group, contact 
Mollie Fout, Director of Career Service by email, as soon 
as you decide to go. In addition to the group transportation, 
Career Services will provide a preparatory workshop on 
Friday, Jan. 16, 2004 to help participants make the most of 
this opportunity. Professional presentation and interviewing 
tips will be discussed. 
The 'ery be t dec· ion y u can r 
career opporturutIe i to prepar early for in 
job earch strategie. A ne 3-cred.i h c ur 
Career Life Plannin , Ii ted I . 35 (up 
from U I 151) ill be taught in prin '04. Thi 
an innovative hybrid format clas ith 7 
room instruction and on hour of vi taped t I 
each week. Th cour pas ffail, bu t:h 
pri eles . 
Taking a Career & Liti Planning clas 
ture and incentive for movin tm ugh th career el p 
ment proce in a timely fashi n. The be fit · that 
will be ready to take advantage of summer internship ppor-
tunities and the early recruitment activiti used b larg 
coIpOrations and federal agencies in the Fall of each year. 
Add this course during regular registration. Don t ait 
until September to plan and prepare ti r your fir pJi ti -
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COUPO 
2 MEDIUM PIZZAS 
o ETOPPING 
C'~II""'U 
2 LARGE PIZZAS 
TWOTOPPI GS 
: 0.95 I • 
I 
748 Hwy. 544, Conway, SC (Bdlind Coastal Carolina Unv.) .. _______ ..L___ __ _L_ _ ___ ill 
t "Our 7Jou~b ~.z,~ 
OTOVI SUBS 
MEATBAll PIZZA SUB 
PHILLY STEAK & CHEESE 
SAUSAGE • SALAMI 
BACON· TURKEY 
HAM·rrAUAN 
ROAST BEEf • SUPER SUB 
SUPER COMBO 
~ 'lJtUf.y" 
In 0 rry 
Dell cry 
HorM GS 
s 1(12) 5.95 
M~um (20) 8.95 




H me de Plua 
Hot Oven Subs 
Frah Salads 
3 J1IMS 10.00 13.75 




r '" .,.. House Suprane 
Peppe oni, Cmadkln &coni Hamburger, 
Sau~ge, &con"Mushrooms, 
Green Peppel'$l Onions} 
And Blade Olives 
(9 Items For The Price of 6) 
~ 
r 
....... House SpecIal 
Pepflm)nl, H.m~; StUMP, 
Mushrooms, Green I>cppcrs, 
And Onions, 
(6 Items For Tht Price of 5) 
By Anne-Marie D 'Onofrio/ editor-in-chief 
It bas been brought to the attention of The 
Chanticleer taff that a former Coastal Carolina 
University student and former taff member of The 
Chanticleer died in a car accident at approximately 
3:20 a.m. on Friday Oct. 24. 
Shane A. Greenfarb died of head injuries after a 
on~-vehicle crash on ]-26 while headed toward 
Columbia. According to information from state 
Highway Patrol spoke man Joseph Robin on 
Greenfarb was driving a 199 Ford Explorer. The 
vehicle went into the median and began spinning when 
Greenfarb overcorrected. The Explorer overturned and 
stopped off the right side of the Interstate (information 
from TIreState.com). 
Authorities state that Greenfarb was wearing hi 
seatbelt. The accident is under in estigation as the cause 
i not certain. 
To friends Shane was known as "Skippy" because he 
bounced around everywhere and was never still. It was 
commonplace to see Shane wearing headphone - a likely 
source of his happy energy. 
"Shane was a friend to everyone" aid Anna 
Kaufmann, a clo e friend of Shane's. "He would be there 
for anyone if they ever needed him. He made everybody' 
day brighter just by his smile or his laugh or his jokes." 
After the fall semester of his sophomore year Shane 
tran ferred to USC - Columbia in pursuit of a p chology 
major. He was not entirely ure about hi studies but still 
remained on track with that major. Aside from school 
Shane helped run his father's business. 
Some of Shane's favorites included his family hi 
religion being with children, the band Pearl Jam, writing 
poetry and talking. He a1 0 enjoyed acting and was 
involved in two play while in attendance at Coastal -
The Laramie Project and Cloud 9. 
"He was Jewish and be was so proud to be 
Jewi h," said a friend. 4'At Coastal there aren't a lot 
of Jewish people. [Hi reli~on] was something that 
was so important to him." 
Shane's storytelling went hand-in-hand with hi 
gift of gab. He seemed to have a ay 
with word and 
a 
to expres 
in profound way . 




"He know: ho 
to expres bim-
elf. He can 
just touch you. 
He could tell 
you that the 
was pur-
ple and he 
could proba-
bly ell it to 
you. 
According to one friend, Shane 
would make hi l"oun 
hi time with us' he will be missed. 
Editor ~ note: Donations in memory 0 
made 10 the MUSC Children' Hospital J 7 J Ashl 
Charleston, S.C. 29425. Al 0, memorial m a 
ent to the family through jhenrystuhr. m. ClI 
"memorial mes age. " 
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design by Yvonne Shendo 
Corrections 
In the Oct. 30 issue of The Chanticleer, the 
photograph of Alice Flagg's grave, featured 
on page B9 was taken by Betty Holt-Turner, 
staff writer and photographer. 
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DINNER AND A MOVIE 
If you ar anything 
By Randy Engstrom like my elf then I know 
staff writer exactly what you are 
looking for, and that i action. I can't get enough of 
it. So to get my action fix thi week I traveled to 
Miyabi Kyoto Japanese Steakhou e for a.n exciting 
meal, and saw the matinee showing of "Matrix 
Revolutions." I uggest you go have an eventful time 
and do ju t the arne. 
"'Matrix Revolutions" is the third and final in tall-
ment of the "Matrix" trilogy. Revolutions is full of 
action, which it should be. There is actually more 
action than acting, which leaves the movie somewhat 
disappointing. The only acting is the bountiful love 
scenes throughout the flick. I am pretty ure thi has 
to be the most disappointing movie of the "Matrix" 
trilogy. Although, I do recommend 'eeing 
"Revolutions" if you have already een the other two 
installments. For those of you who haven't seen the 
others, you might as well steer clear of this one as 
well. 
However, this movie isn't that terrible. I felt the 
beginning and ending of this two bour and nine minute 
film to be very stimulating. There is some sweet 
action while Trinity and others go into the matrix in 
order to help Neo's mind escape the middle world 
between the matrix and the real world, known as the 
train station. Tben for some rea on all the excitement 
began to decline. There was less action and a weak-
ened plot. All thi boredom however, was leading up 
to an epic ending. 
Starting with a huge war scene with all the ele-
ments of a classic such as: the inspiring and coura-
geou leader, the dedicated volunteers who help make 
a difference, and don't forget the lovable goofball who 
ends up doing something right for once to help save the 
day. The battle was a huge one between the machines 
and the last humans remaining, If the humans lost, it 
would have been the end of all mankind. Thankfully 
they manage to battle them just long enough for Neo to 
make the ultimate sacrifice and save humanity. How 
does Neo manage to do this you wonder? For that 
you'll have to see it, but I will tell you it involves a 
great fight scene including Neo and Agent Smith. 
They are a superb example of what enemies should be. 
It is a shame it's going to have to end that epic rivalry. 
Another intriguing thing found in this movie 
and throughout the entire trilogy is the amazing allu-
ions to.the Bible. They are ea y to pick up on, in fact, 
they are pretty much thrown in your face. Some great 
example in "Revolution" are, for one, how 1eo i 
willing to sacrifice himself for the re t of the human . 
Sound ort of like Je us c acrificing him elf on the 
cro ? Not only that, but what about Agent Smith? He 
could be re embling the fallen angei. Ju t th ught I'd 
throw that out there 0 you can ~eep an eye open for 
tho e interesting moment in the movie. 
The only element dri ing thi mo ie i the uperi-
ority of the high action equence. They eem to be 
the only thing I can give an approving comment. So 
therefore, although this movie will nofgo down as the 
be t movie of the "Matrix" movie, it will uffice in 
ending a great trilogy that will peak people' intere t 
for year _ to come. 
Now that you've ju t 'een a movie with ton of 
action, why not head on over to Miyabi for c orne of 
the most up front and clo e action you could ever ee. 
If you have never been to a re taurant like thi , you are 
really mi ing out. The coo10 do all the action right 
in front of you at the teppanyaki tables. The cooking 
isn't merely making your food; it i a form of art..that 
could be considered a how. They get you involved by 
flying food your way and telling plenty of joke. Not 
just that, but how about a few giant flames to get things 
heated up? These are just a few of the fun experience 
you'll have when you eat at Miyabi Kyoto Japane e 
Steakhouse. 
Sure you'll get all this fun and excitement, bu.t how . 
about the food? Well, you won't be disappointed. The 
food is bountiful and good enough to make you want to 
go back again and again. The urroundings are not 
only authentic, but fun a ' well. If you don't go with 
a large group, you will be eated with another grop of 
people who will probably be just a excited to be there 
as you are. It is a great chance to meet new people and 
have a memorable time. 
So if you fmd your elf in need of some action to 
spice things up, head to Myabi located on Re taurant' 
Row. There you will not only get action and a great 
meal. And why would you warn to stop there? Head 
to the movies and see the final chapter of the "Matrix." 
I saw the matinee and I recommend you do the same 
because although there is plenty of action, I'm not sure 
the movie is worth that extra money for the evening 
shows. I hope you have an experience you won't for-
get. 
Thursday, November 20,2003 
LOVE JUST WANTS LOVE 
Courney Love, who was arrested earlier 
this year for illegally possessing controlled 
drugg, was released on bail and hours later 
required emergency medical treatment for a 
suspected drug overdose. Love is pleading 
Squawk! 
I HATE HE 
~ f
The Littlest Editor's 
"Hate her. The 0 
with her mother-in-law to stop fighting for cus- "Entenainment rews: I can't live without my hooters." 
tody of Love's daughter Frances Bean. -. _______________________ ~----
Wendy O'Connor, Love's late husband's 
mother, "is hoping to get custody of Bean 
because she feels Love is an unfit mother. 
Love would like the court battle to end 
because, "It's yucky and this is my turn up, 
but I just wanna put my record out and get on 
with my life." 
SLIM DOWN OR GET OUT 
OF TOWN 
The Lord of the Ring trilogy beauty Li Tyler 
has been toid by Hollywood bosses that if he doe 
not lose weight she will mi s out on supreme movie 
Toles. Tyler who weighed in at 125 pounds during 
the filming of LOTR has beefed up to 154 pound 
now that the cameras have stopped rolling. Tyler 
insists that she; i happy with the way she 100 and 
that she will not give into the Hollywood standards . 
... She might have to reconsider thi stand when he 
needs money to put food on the table so she can keep 
eating. 
All images cour1eS) of Google Images 
I 0% off 
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Ropes course provides l~n in teamwork and chance to overcome fears 
By Brian Kubta 
for The Chanticleer The ropes course, nestled 
behind the CCU soccer field, was 
created approximately 10 years ago and has recently been 
experiencing some new improvements. The original idea of 
the ropes course is to gain self-confidence, strengthen team-
work skills and ultimately face and overcome fear'. 
"It pushe you to the edge, giving individuals the oppor-
tunity to oar beyond their expectation ," said Meghan 
Conley, rope cour e guide from Silver Spring, Md. 
The rope cour 'e consists of even elements or stages. 
From a 15 foot high, 50 yard long zip line to a 25 foot pam-
per pole the ropes cour e offers a challenge for any level of 
participant. 
"The best part i , participants are not forced to do any of 
the elements," aid Conley. "They are encouraged but never 
forced to pu h the limits. " 
The pamper pole i a telephone pole shooting traight 
into the air. While hame ed, participants climb up the pole, 
balance 25 feet in the air, then jump traight out into the air 
in an attempt to grab a trapeze about five feet away. 
Afterwards, participants are lowered to the ground by pro-
fes ionaI workers in charge of the course. Participants are 
often shocked by the feeling they have afterwards, once they 
have faced and overcome a fear or ob tacle. 
"It's funny many people hate doing it the fir t time, but 
after that first jump they beg to go up again and again,» said 
Conley. 
Other than the even stage of the course, there i a 
climbing wall that is undergoing rna sive repair since its 
destruction by Hurricane Hugo in 1997. Unused since the 
hurricane, a group of willing individuals has taken on the 
complicated task of rebuilding the two story wall. 
"Not may people know about the course, but after the 
wall is fixed up I believe many more people will find inter-
est in the course," aid Conley. 
Students from the Fre hman Succe s Seminar classes are 
taken out to the cour e every semester in order to face their 
fears of new things and daunting situations. 
"The class is compo ed of everyone from tar athletes to 
hardworking marine dence major ," said Conley. "They 
all get out there on an equal plane and must overcome the 
challenges together. " 
Many students say their favorite element i the wall. 
Separate from the climbing wall, thi wall is only 10 feet 
high. All 15 people in the group mu t a cend the wall with 
only help from the trength of other in the group. Two peo-
ple are atop and one at a time, hoi t each other up and over 
the wall. Thi challenge build teamwork and tru t in group 
members. 
"I didn't think we were all going to be able to make it 
over, n aid Tim White, a fre 'hman from New Hampshire. 
"It ju teemed imp sible, but a' the guide promi ed, we 
worked together and all make it over the wall." 
The course i being renovated and improVed daily. Soon 
the entire course will be open and groups from all over the 
Conway area will be able to pu h the limits and gain self-
confidence. . , 
CAREER & LIFE PLANNING 
Spring 2004 
Chistmas is c/ose ... 20% for students 
all merchandise 
but you must call to place an order! 
800-8 6-3 10 
www.chanticleerstore.com 
• 
Career & life Planning teaches strategies/skills 
needed to do a successful job search 
Embroidered 
demin shirts! L~ng Sleeve T's! and start a new profesSional career. Add 
course during regular registration 
and drop/add period. 
• 
Contact Mollie Fout, Dir. of Career Services for more information. mfout@coastal.edu 
Chairs, Ts, coolers, koozies, Sweatshirts, caps, visors and more! 
Car Flags! Home of the $10 T·Shirt! Car Magnets! 
An authorized and licensed vendor of CCU 
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Perhaps I am just getting older,· but when exactly did MTV, the majestic music chan-
nel that it once was, turn into this reality television haven for the many teenage souls who 
feel that life now comes equipped with cameras and microphones? 
When I was in middle school my parents would not let me watch this channel because 
of all the bad things that were supposedly broadcast from it. I was lucky enough to secret-
ly witness the first season of Beavis and Butthead while my parents finished dinner in 
another part of the house. This cartoon did inspire me to make some dumb choices with 
cigarette lighters now. and then, but the point is, that cartoon was revolutionary for ani-
mated media as a whole. 
Videos were not as bad, probably because the only bands with the money (0 make 
videos were people like Sting, Madonna and Weird AI. I can admit that my parents had 
nothing to worry about from that direction of 
my concealed corruption. 
Then along came the very first season of 
MTV's The Real World. One can admit that 
alm~st everyone watched this show. It was 
great. It dealt with, and exploited, drunken 
- Irishmen, country singing, homo exuals with 
AIDS, people with loyd mouths and bad 
hygiene, all living together and complaining 
heavily about each others shortcomings. This 
was what living in the early '90s was all 
about right? 
Parents of young children today have to 
worry about their offspring being influenced 
by show like Newlyweds and TRL. What a 
great message to send to your teenage son. 
Can't you just see a much older Nick Lache 
telling bis young boy all about how waiting 
until your wedding night to takt the virginity of the hottest girl in the mu i indu 
still actually has it, will simultaneously trap you with one of the dum poop 
planet? 
Can somebody please explain what the hell has happened to TV? re 
have Andrew Dice Clay, Jon Stewart and MTV sports, we now have Carson Dal 
commercials and Jessie Camp - remember the b meles recovering drug addict 
barely speak coherent English? He managed to land a tele ision gi and get record con-
tract in the same day. What a miracle. And don't even start me nth la . of good m 
videos. 
The band that this ne culture has c~eated speak for tbemsel C 
n't bad enough now e have self-proclaimed roc stars like Good CharI tt i-
ties like P. Diddy running the NYC marathon and having it turned into a self-d 
keeping me from watching Coach Jim teach overweight young girls h c eerlead-
ers. I'd worry about young children watching thi gu a 10 m re than Bea . 
Butthead. There i a good po ibility that all e mana ed t brin :ti rward th 
day , which wa even remotely ta eful , i Kurt Loder who wa alread ld a 
In clo ing you may want to start checkin ut VHI a it m r . ha y 
thing worse than Popup Video in the past ti ur year , 0 viewer h uld 
likely be tempted to off them elve while watChing Ste e-O to hi 




By John Harniman 
for The Chanticleer 
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ecu chapter of SeSL active for first time since 1998 
By Emerson H. Dyer 
sports edito~ "Move the 
including, but not limited to: Governor, Lt. 
Governor and Chief Justice. 
previous ques-
tion!" "Point of Order!" "Division!" These 
are just a few of the various parliamentary 
procedures that you would likely have heard 
on the floor of the South Carolina House and 
Senate durlng the Fall Session of the South 
Carolina Student Legislature (SCSL). 
political opinions and agendas of students by 
preparing a compendium of the legislation 
passed during the sessions. 
The Fall Session of SCSL was held in 
Columbia in the State Capital from Oct. 29 
through Nov. 1. CCU's group was led by 
Delegation Chairman Solomon Shields, 
Vice-Chairs Nicole Hilton and Kara Sidone. 
Other delegates included: Blair Baldwin, 
Mindy Harrigan, Michael Seibert and Brad 
Stokes. Advisers Dr. Janice A. Cannan and 
Richard N. Weldon accompanied the dele-
gation and witnes ed their return to SCSL. 
In the most recent session, the CCU del-
egation drafted and presented seven bills to 
the SCSL General Assembly. Out of the 
seven, three were passed by both houses of 
the General Assembly and were signed by the 
Governor. 
The Spring Session of SCSL will be held 
in March 2004, tentatively in Myttle Beach. 
CCU Vice-Chair Kara Sidone has been 
appointed to serve as a justice to the SCSL 
Supreme Court during this session. 
SCSL is a non-partisan, statewide organ-
ization in which delegates representing the 
majority of the state's higher education insti-
tutions (colleges, universities, technical col-
leges) meet in session twice a year. Last 
spring, -a group of CCU students decided to 
reactivate our delegation to the SCSL, as the 
delegation had been inactive since 1998. The 
purpose of StSL is to promote the study of 
South Carolina's legislative process through 
"hands-on" experience, and to promote the 
For many years prior to 1998, CCU was 
known for having a powerhouse delegation 
as they consistently swept the annual awards 
for Best Delegation, Best Legislation, Best 
Oral Argument, Best Brief and a host of 
other awards. CCU has also ' held numerous 
and important positions within SCSL, 
A class is offered each semester to pre-
pare students for the SCSL experience 
(South Carolina State Legislative Process-
Poli 440) 
-Editors Note: Contact Dr. Cannan 
(349-2955) or Dr. Weldon (349-2105) for 
more information. 




reporting of violent 
A light-
ing survey is being conducted. 
An anonymous reporting system 
is going to' be activated. There is 
even talk of giving some attention 
to the issue of sexual assault dur-
ing Orientation, or at least during 
Chanticleer Days, so that incom-
ing students will be exposed to 
proactive, prevention-focused 
programming surrounding the 
issue of sexual assault during 
their first few days on campus. A 
White Ribbon Campaign is being 
launched. Faculty members are 
incorporating the issue of sexual 
assault in class discussions. 
Before we rest on our laurels, 
however, there is one glaring 
question that remains unan-
swered: what becomes of the 
rapists? 
At the educational forum on 
Monday, Oct. 20, statistics were 
presented regarding the numbers 
of sexual assault cases that had 
been reported to Counseling 
Services and Student Health 
Services from Aug. 20 to Oct. 20 
- a two month period. That num-
ber was nine. In addition, the 
number of cases of CCU stu-
dents who presented at the 
Conway Medical Center 
Emergency Room as sexual 
assault victims between Aug. 20 
and Aug. 31 (not even the first 
full month of school) was also 
given. That number' was 12. 
And so, P.A.V.E. is asking the 
question that no one else seems to 
want to ask: what becomes of all 
those predators? Answer: They 
are still walking around our cam-
pus and our community. 
"The party culture, lack of 
education, lack of prosecution 
and lack of disciplinary actions 
against offenders," states Triza 
Cox, P.A.V.E. member, · "all 
contribute to a climate that per-
petuates the problem in institu-
tions of higher learning." 
Cox recently conducted 
tistical analysis of the 
the problem of 





ted the questions 
to avoid loaded 
prevent skewness from those 
prejudiced against victims' rights 
concerning sexual assault. To 
ensure that I could get a random 
and varied sample, I surveyed 
students from an upper division 
science class, an introductory the-
ater class and students entering 
and leaving the campus recre-
ation center. " 
The results of this survey 
revealed that "17.65 percent of 
CCU women surveyed reported 
suspecting that they had been sex-
ually assaulted after drinking 
anellor partying. 17.24 percent of 
men reported they suspected 
being sexually assaulted after 
drinking and/or partying. Along 
with this percentage, 3.70 per-
cent of men surveyed admitted 
that they had committed acts that 
fall within the legal definition of 
rape. When considering the use 
of drugs to decrease a person's 
inhibition, the percentage 
increases to 7.15 percent of men 
who have committed acts that 
fall within 
have admitted to committing acts 
that meet the legal definition of 
rape. 
What is it going to take for 
systemic change to occur? 
Focusing on externals, such as 
campus lighting, is a step in the 
direction of increased safety for 
our campus. The focus of our 
efforts needs to shift to holding 
rapists accountable. Passive by-
stander behavior also needs to be 
disciplined. When we demon-
strate, as a campus community, 
that sexual victimization in any 
form - indeed, any act of violence 
- is not tolerated, then and only 
then will our campus be trans-
formed and our goals will be 
achieved. This zero tolerance 
policy ha to be enforced with 
actions and consistent adminis-
trative decisions, not just words. 
Lighting a candle or wearing a 
ribbon is a great gesture, but 
reporting a rapist is an act of 
genuine courage. Being a witness 
to a violent crime and failing to 
come forward about it allows us 
all to be potential victims of a 
future crime. Allocating signifi-
cant dollars to rape awareness 
and victim support services on 
campus would suggest that the 
administration is putting its 
money where its mouth is. And 
actions always speak louder than 
words. 
Thursday, November 20, 2003 
3 Doors Down wI 
Shinedown 
$29.50.31 




4 p.m. (door: 3 p.m.) 
11.28 
Third Eye Blind 
$22.50·25 






8 p.m. (door: 7 p.m.) 
Think .J01I might be pre nallt? 
YON 1? scared e~ ((J1ffused u you '#ish it J Ie r/q) 
What &a1IJOII dti? Who call yon 
There's hope - 'Oil 11 t ololld 
.iK~nnKi®lli1 t 0 
~ ~g@ h@g'@ ~ 
(843) 
Friendship 
~ We are women who caret right here right now. 
. tg, Free pregnancy test kit 
Matemi &: baby clothes 
ugestions on telling yo paren 
Ongoing confidential support &: 
encouragement 
We extend to you our heads, hands & heartS. 
tL We want you to know the options for you & 
your baby. 
~ We are here to remind you that you are a 
person of worth & dignity. 
~ We re here to help you in making a decision 
about your pregnancy. 
~ We are here to give you encouragement & 
concrete help right now. 
We offer aU services freely -~ a~. 
t&. Rcfm:ak regarding: 
.m edical a5SlStance for you & 0 
baby 
.Q5 Prenatal care 
.m Financial help 
JJ Parenting skills classes 
• Contmuing your education 
~ Legal advice 
.G$ Adoption servi 
.m Grief couoseJiog for past abortions 
Loving Support for Women Facing Unplanned Pregnancies 






1905 FLont Street, Georgetown, SC (beside 5 . ~r~an) 
Monday - Thursday 11 am - 1 pm 
24/seven national hotline 800. 550. 900 
.birt ri t.or9 
By Chauncey Smith While most Coastal 
staff writer students will probably 
venture home for 
Winter Break, some may find themselves in 
the position of either being unable to or just 
not in the mood to spend about a month with 
relatives. In an effort to keep your sanity and 
enjoy the absence of school work, take a cou-
ple days or even a week to have some fun for 
before it is time to deal with grandma's over-
baked cookies and lengthy talks with Uncle 
Sal. 
Short on cash? Well fear not, dear student. 
The web is a rich resource, full of sites which 
cater to those who are looking for a nice vaca-
tion at a cheaper price. Sites such as price-
line. com, hotwire.com and expedia.com all 
offer vacation packages that include airfare, 
hotel accommodations and even car rentals. 
Generally, the further in advance you book 
your trip, the cheaper the cost, but often these 
sites post last minute deals. 
So, back to your situation. You don't want 
to go home, but you wouldn't argue with 
than it is here, and just a little bit wilder. Why 
not check out Las Vegas? If you and a friend 
happen to have some surplus financial aid lying 
around, hotwire.com says you can each take 
$421 of it, fly out on Dec. 13 and stay three 
nights in the MGM Grand Hotel and Casino, 
one of Vegas' most famous landmarks. Sure, 
you may come back to the beach deep in debt 
after a few nights of gambling, but you can be 
guaranteed that if you survive, you will have 
at least five good stories to tell. 
However, if that is a little out of your price 
range, just tweak the length of stay, and pos-
sibly the destination. For example, how about 
trading in the sinful backdrop of Las Vegas for 
something a little quieter and calmer like, say, 
Miami? If you and a friend book on expe-
dia.com, you could drop in for three nights 
beginning Dec. 13 at the Seville Beach Hotel 
with roundtrip airfare on US Airways for 
$314.02 per person. For that price, you can 
bet you will be thankful you are in South Beach 
partying it up while your kin are back home 
trying not to burn the house down with 
Christmas lights. 
By Jessica McMurrer 
assistant editor 
If the 
thought of spending another winter break in snow 
deprived Myrtle Beach or in the confines of your 
small home town is not your idea of a vacation, look 
to the hills of Snowslioe, W. V. for excellent skiing 
and snowboarding. . 
Snowshoe is approximately nine hours from 
Myrtle Beach, nearly one mile above sea level and 
offers everything a skier or boarder on a budget 
could possibly desire. The snow resort has 234 ski 
worthy acres on three different mountain faces con-
taining 57 slopes and trails to its name. There is 
also a Terrain Park with over 30 different rails and 
a half pike for snowboarders and skiers. 
For entertainment off the slopes, enjoy the pro-
college environment that includes happy hour par-
ties, live entertainment from local bands and wild 
bar games at the resort's bars. There are also 17 dif-
ferent eateries and nearly a dozen shops to visit 
while atop this mountain hideaway. To relax the 
sore rruscles you may have after skiing or boarding 
all day, check out the indoor/outdoor aqua center 
which includes waterslides, hot tubs and a sauna. 
There are two different college packages avail-
able to students during the '.vinter break; one from Dec. 14-16 and 
another from Jan. 4-7. The December package includes three 
days and three nights, and the price starts at $156 per student. 
The January dates are known as Snowshoe's legendary College 
Winter Break. The basic .,ackage includes four days and four 
nights; this will run you $236 per student. Three and five night 
package·s are also available at this time. These rates are based on 
four students lodging in elect one bedroom condos. Other lodg-
ing is available at varying rates. 
After a long day on the slopes or the half pike, relax by enjoy 
the wilderness of We t Virginia. Snowshoe offers snowmobile 
rides on the trails or deep into the forest accompanied by a trust-
ed guide. Or experience over 40 kilometer of backcountry trails 
by way of snowshoes or cross-country skis. For a trip back in 
time, find a cuddling partner and a warm blanket and venture on 
a horse-drawn sleigh ride around the grounds of the resort. These 
activities are not included in the college packages but are avail-
able 
for additional purchase. 
Fo.r nwre information or to make ,., 
4FUN or visit www.snowshoemtn.com. 
this article were obtained from "Sho~ 
guide of Showshoe Mountain, Winter 
found online. 
By Betty Turner 
staff writer 
year, you might try looking to 
the Great Smokey Mountains 
Aside from being less 
Myrtle Beach, Gatlinburg/Pi 
amenities for the outdoorsy 
with some under $40 (choiceho 
ily available. 
Ober Gatlinburg offers eig 
and one double chair lift. 
ment rental is $18 
(obergatlinburg.com). They al 
ice rink for those who prefer 
- Disclaimer: the contrib 
holder ot Ch H 
(NYSE:CHH)stock -
BUT WHERE WIL 
or to make reservations call 1-877-441-
~,ws,~mtl'l.com. All prices quoted within 
from .. Showshoe, " the official winter 
Winter '03-'04 and can also be 
If skiing is your idea of hol-
iday fun and a trip to the Swiss 
Alps is out of the question this 
try looking toward the Ober Gatlinburg in 
Mountains of the east Tennessee hills. 
being less than a seven hour drive from 
Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge offers plenty of 
the outdoorsy type and room rates under $50 
$40 (choicehotels.com) per night are read-
~~,.., ..... h offers eight trails served by two quad 
chair lift. The day rate is $40 and equip-
$18 during the holidays 
!,,~5."V"''''I. They also offer a 10,500 square foot 
those who prefer skates to skis. 
: the contributor (Betty Holt-Turner) is a 
Ch Hot l 
WILL YOU BE OVER WINTER BREAK? 
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Video game review: Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2004 
By Chris Duran Gam e 
staff writer Review - Tiger 
Woods PGA 
Tour 2004 System: XBOX Also on: PS2, 
Gamecube, PC 
Having never played a Tiger Woods 
game before, or even a full game of 18 
hole golf,. (unless you count mini golO 
you can tell that I'm not the ideal can-
didate to review a golf game, but did 
that stop me from playing arguably one 
of the best games I've played in awhile? 
It sure di~n't. If I love this game this 
much and I'm not e' en a diehard golfer, 
then all you golfers out there are really 
in for a treat. 
Let me start off by saying that Tiger 
Woods is a massive game; there are 
things in this game that should keep any 
gamer busy for months at a time. The 
game modes include: World Tour -
Play against players from all around the 
world competing for cash, respect and 
to become the worlds best. PGA Tour 
- Play PGA tournaments from beginning 
to end over a 10 year career. Scenarios 
- Over 30 different scenarios that drop 
you into a tight spot and it's up to you 
to get out of it. Some examples are par 
challenges, comebacks and putting. 
Traditional Games - Choose from stroke 
play, match play, skins, stableford, 
alternate shot, best ball or fourball. 
Compete as an individual or play with 3 
other people; play for fun or wager some 
cash. Arcade Mode - Includes battle 
golf, skillzone, speed golf, long drive 
and shootout. Real Time Events - Uses 
your systems real time clock and calen-
dar to feature various EA events, holi-
days or golfers' birthdays; play on that 
day for special rewards. 
New to Tiger Woods is a new feature 
called "Game Face. to Game face lets 
you create a golfer from scratch using 
appearance, face shape, face features 
and body size. You can also create your 
very own logos to place on apparel or 
add a tattoo. This is the best create-a-
character feature I have seen in any 
game, and it is possible to create a char-
acter that looks like you, which is kind 
of scary. You can also customize posi-
tive and negative celebration and swing 





style animations. Along with creating 
your very own character you can dress 
them up with shirts, pants/shorts, shoes 
and headwear. Apparel is licensed from 
companies like Maxell, Ping and 
Adidas. Buying apparel will not only 
make your character styling, but it will 
also help your golf game. 
Tiger Woods is a relatively easy 
game to pick up and play. You control 
your swing with the analog stick by 
pushing it back, then pressing forward 
giving you full control of your swing. 
The further back you press the more 
power your swing will have; the oppo-
site will happen by barely pressing back 
then forward. There are also a number 
of things you can do during your swing 
to help better control your ball. You can 
rapidly press the power button while 
you are swinging the club back to help 
drive the ball further than a regular 
swing, and while the ball is in the air 
you can use the spin button to turn the 
ball the direction of what would be most 
favorable to you. Mastering these skills 
along with your swing is absolutely 
necessary to progress in the game. 
The game features some very nice 
visuals. Your golfer is very well ani-
mated and the courses are very detailed 
and look photorealistic. I was a little 
disappointed with the animation of the 
fans, some of the trees didn't quite look 
real enough and that the game does not 
support progressive scan like most 
XBOX games. Other than those minor 
flaws, it's great. The game features a 
soundtrack that is mostly hip hop, rap' 
and a few rock tracks. The artists 
include: Automatic Black, Stagga Lee, 
Just Blaze, Rooney, Zane, Revolution 
Smile, Roscoe, DMX, Latin Froz, 
Dexter Freebish, Ostrich Head and 
Brand New. If those artists don't do it 
for you then you can add custom sound-
tracks via the XBOX's hard drive. 
Overall, Tiger Woods is a fantastic 
game; any golf fan should pick this up 
and those that are not necessarily golf 
fans should at least try it out. You 
might end up being very surprised like 
me. 
Score: 9 out of 10 
~ "C~'------------------------------------------------
DID YOU KNOW THERE.. IS A 
CHURCH RIGHT ON CAMFUS? 
.sundaJlS at 10:30 a .. m. 
7118 lIJolI Auditorium 
?? 81m .............. . 
Doaah.uts ...... . 
Church office 347~5928 
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VW '02 Beetle Collectors Cafe 
lminediate Position for 
Hostess/Coffee 
Bar/Coffee & Dessert 
Server. One person to 
do all three 
Turbo Diesle 46mpg, 5 
speed All power options, 
amlfm cassette $14,000 
399-9943 
Spring Break '04 with Student City. com and 
Maxim Magazine! 
Get hooked up with Free trip , Cash, and VIP 
Status as a Campus Rep! 
o r er 
positions. Fill out appli-
cation at 7726 N. Kings 
Hwy. Mon-Sat 12 -5 
pm. 
Laptop Ethernet Card 
Only used one semester, 
just like new 
Will Discuss Price 
Call 349-2326 
Choose from 15 of the hottest destinations. 
Book early for FREE MEALS FREE DR! S 
and 150 % Lowest .price Guarantee. 
To reserve onile or view our Photo Gallery VISit 
www.studentcity.com or Call 1-888-SPRI G-
BREAK! 
Call 349-2380 to 
submit or answer an 
ad. 
• Financial Aid Settlement Checks: 0 checks will be cut during the week of 
11/24/03-11/28/03 (Thanksgiving week) or 12/22/03-01/22/04 (Christmas break . 
• Effective October 1 2002 ALL freshmen borrowing for the frrst time ill be subject 
to a 30-day delayed disbursement on their loans. Also 0 E TE loans ill 
require mUltiple disbursements; the first at the beginning of the tenn and the second 
disbursement after the midpoint of the tenn. 
• Be ure to be part of our inaneial · d urve 7! This is your opportwUty to 
contribute information about your financial aid experience. e also request that you 
complete our cost of attendance questions. This infonnation is ery mfluential in 
how our office detennines the maximum budget for each student who recei es 
financial aid. Visit our web site at www. oastal.edulfinancial aid and complete our surve 
online. 
• Cbeck your ceu email address frequentJ . Our office sends emails regarding your 
awards documents need~ Entrance Loan Counseling, and arious other Financial 
Aid items. If you are Dot checking your CC email .. ouarem..·geri..ad 
important information. All Coastal students should have been assigned an email 
address. If you do not have an address please contact tudent Computlng at 349-
2908 as soon as possible. 
• Do your 2004-2005 F AFSA (Free Application for F ederaJ 
and save approximately three weeks processing time. T! tart as 
soon as you do your 2003 taxes. If this is your first time doing the F AFSA 
electronically you and possibly your parent will be required to appl for a P 
number on w .fafsa.ed.go 
• For the 2004-2005 academic year, ALL new and continuing Coastal scholarship 
recipients will be required to compl~te the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA). 
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Game review: SSX3 system - XBOX 
By Chris Duran 
staff writer 
Game Review 
- SSX 3 System -
X BOX 
Also on: PS2, Gamecube, GBA 
The original SSX launching with the 
Play station 2 in October, 2000 was one of 
the system's "must buy" launch titles; with 
it being one of the few games actually tal(: 
ing full advantage of the PS2 hardware, its . 
jaw dropping visuals and fast paced racing 
mixed with extreme tricks and stunts helped 
SSX push the snowboarding/extreme sports 
genre to a whole new level. Garners across 
the world were instantly hooked and fell in 
love with the SSX universe. Fast-forward 
three years to today and EA's Sports BIG 
division has managed to top not only the 
original, but its sequel SSX Tricky with 
SSX3, and best of all you can play it no mat-
ter what ystem you own. 
So what's new since the. last two install-
ments of SSX? One major change you'll 
notice right away is in tead of traveling to 
different pans of the world SSX3 features 
everything on a rna ive mountain that is 
split up into three peaks. This allows a 
more open-ended gameplay in turn allowing 
you to seamlessly do what you want when 
. you want while traveling down the moun-
tain: Each part of -the peak pre ents you 
Today' Daily Mis ion: write column. 
Now of course, writing a column b not 
the only thing I have to do this day. I have 
cla e to go to, homework to do, I have to go 
to the post office and maybe watch some tel-
evi ion if I get out of chemistry workshop in 
time. But writing is omething that I would 
like to accompli h today, not omething I 
h ve to do. And if I do not fini h for what-
ever reason, it is alright becau e I can ju t 
make it tomorrow's Daily Mission. 
You may think all of thi Daily Mi ion 
tuff is just non en e, but it work. If you 
tell yourself that there is omething you want 
to do omething that is not part of your daily 
routine and look at doing that orne thing a a 
mission instead of a duty, you will accom-
pli h that mission. 
This epiphany came to me while in 
Dalla , TX two weeks ago for the National 
College Media Convention. Let me just take 
thi moment to thank those who made that 
trip po sible. It was an awe orne time and I 
thank you fJr such an opportunity. Alright, 
enough of the suck-up talk and back to the 
Daily Mission. 
Anne-Marie and I really wanted to watch 
with different challenges and races that 
must be completed in order to move on to 
the next peale. Finish all three peaks and 
you will be rewarded with an amazing 30 + 
minute long trip down the entire mountain. 
The same elements from previous games 
are intact and include: races which allow 
you to race for medals and challenge rivals, 
freekstyle trick events where you can show 
off all your bad-ass trick combos, and free 
ride which features a new EA Big challenge 
mode which will have you completing var-
ious tasks on the mountain and also collect-
ing a certain number of snow flakes hidden 
on each level. 
Winning medals, completing chal-
lenges, pulling off tricks for cash and find-
ing all the collectables will help you 
unlocklbuy a huge number of rewards 
which include: art, posters, toys, trading 
cards, cheat characters, snowboard gear, 
tricks, trophies, music and videos. The 
game's trick sy tern has been slightly mod-
ified allowing you to now put together mul-
tiple combos in a set time which will help 
you pull off even more over-the-top trick 
combo . 
Another new feature added to the mix is 
called "recover." If you wipe out from a 
trick, quickly press the recover button to 
"The O.C.'" when we got to the hotel. That 
was our ruission - to fmd a television and 
catch the last 10 to 15 minute of that fabu-
lou . how. Sadly, that mis ion failed becau e 
checking into the hotel took a long time and 
al 0 we could not fmd our room in that crazy 
e tablishment. But that was alright; we tried, 
but watching the show just was not meant to 
be. 
The next day more luck came my way, 
and my Daily Missjon was accomplished. I 
have wanted a flask for orne time - a nice sil-
ver flask to hold ta ty beverages. I decided 
that Dalla wa the perfect place to make 
uch a purchase. I really wanted one with 
longhorn or some other "Texas" symbol 
engraved on it, but I could not find it. But I 
did fmd a beautiful stainless steel flask and I 
had my initials engraved on it. It truly ful-
filled my Daily Mi sion and I am quite 
pleased with my purcha e. 
There were other Daily Missions while in 
Dallas. They included going to ee certain 
thing in the city, seeing and talking to some 
new friends and going to certain se sions. 
Most of these were accomplished, but in one 
case since I did not see my new friend I was 
recover from the fall and also save your 
adrenalinelboost meter. Also improved is 
the fiber and super fiber trick style system 
which tewards you with extreme over-the-
top fiber tricks and unlimited boots to help 
with speed. 
The controls are very easy to pick up 
and easy to master without a lot of effort. 
You connol your rider with the thumbstick 
or the directional pad, jump/crouch with 
the A button, X is the adrenaline boost/wipe 
out recovery/grab button, Y and B are grab 
buttons; using the shoulder L and R buttons 
in conjunction with the grab buttons will 
help you pull off tricks and combos. The 
Black or White buttons are u ed for hand-
plants, which is also a new feature in SSX3. 
The more time you spend with the game the 
more combos/tricks you will learn and be 
able to pull off, which i very rewarding 
and fun when you are able to accompli h 
multiple trick combos mixed with fibers. 
The game features top notch visuals and 
audio. The voice acting is superb, even 
though it's missing its celebrity actor from 
SSX Tricky.. Sound effects are what you 
would expect from the grinding on a rail, to 
the landing in snow after a 20 foot job, 
everything is done great. The game features 
a huge licensed soundtrack from many 
unable to a k him for hi email add res , 
which was a mission. No biggie becau e it 
wa not my fault that the mis ion was not 
completed; it wa simply because of the sit-
uation. 
If you have found your elf procrastinating 
when it come to certain thing, like chore 
around the apartment, u e the Daily Mi sion 
Philo ophy to motivate your elf to take out 
the trash, do the dishe , or do the laundry or 
whatever. Thi way of thinking will make 
you want to attain your goal, and you will 
feel a great ense of accompli hment once 
you have completed a mi sion. 
Maybe you are a bit heepi h toward that 
really hot guy/girl who sits next to you in 
cIa s. To overcome this shynes , make it a 
Daily Mission to talk to that per on. Your 
wanting to complete the mi sion will be the 
driving force behind talking to this attractive 
co-ed. And bam, before you know it you are 
talking, flirting, dating and all of the other 
fun things you crazy lu t-driven kids do 
together. And all thanks to your Daily 
Mi sion. 
Another perk to the Daily Mi ion con-
cept is focus. If you have set in your mind 
artists including X-ecutioners, Fatboy Slim, 
Black Eyed Peas, N.E.R.D and the 
Chemical Brothers to name a few. The 
game is also the first of many EA games that 
is THX certified. THX certification insures 
that you are getting the best possible sound 
from the game. If you have a home theater 
system you need to hook this game up to 
your receiver - you'll thank me for it later. 
The visuals on this game have to be seen to 
believed; snow effects, background, char-
acters, the environment, everything about 
thi game cream quality. The creative 
environments are back and are tunning, 
with great lighting effects, and environment 
effects such as the now, weather, water-
falls and avalanche are all amazing. 
If there is one thing that has di appoint-
ed me it is the fact that the XBOX version 
features no XBOX live upport, which 
means if you want to race against omeone 
else you better have a friend and an extra 
control nearby. Other than that SSX3 has 
surpas ed my expectations and i one of the 
best snowboarding games. Fans of the erie 
should pick up this garne immediately, and 
other looking for a nowboarding game 
need not look any further. I give SSX3 a 
very de erving: 
9.5 out of 10 
that on thi day you are going to accompli h 
at least one thing, you will be driven to 
accompli h it no matter what el may get in 
the way. 
Take thi very fitting example; now that 
the holiday eason i fa t approaching it is 
time to think about gift giviPg ~ Now you 
know that you have to buy 11 to 15 gift for 
friend and family. Some of the e may be 
pricy, e pecially for p~ents and be t friends. 
If buying your friend and family just the 
perfect gift is your focu , gift hunting witl be 
your Daily Mi ion when you make the trip 
to the mall, not buying the great hin and the 
cute t pair of hoe you have ever een. You 
will ~ forced to ave your money and let the 
shoe' stay in the tore if you know that get-
ting gifts for others i your Daily Mis ion. 
And the shoe could very ea ily become 
another day' Daily Mis ion. 
I encourage all of you to think of the 
thing you have to do, want to do, would like 
to do and should do and make at lea t one into 
today's Daily Mi sion. 
Column written: mis ion accompli lied. 

Keep 
yourself busy with 
work and friends. You could 
even use this time to get ahead on some 
school work and be ready for the last week 
head of anything 
school and have some fun. Then when you 
start classes again in January you will feel 
refreshed and ready for success. Enjoy your 
time away. 
Pisces (Feb. 18-March 19): Pisces, it 
OS C 0 pes::.::; :o;o:;a~'";:~~o= ~ 
of classes and finals. This these last couple of weeks so that you do not 
week could turn out to be have to take any classes for a second time. 
very beneficial. Remember that a couple hours a day toward 
studying would help so that when your big 
Scorpio Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You just tes~ come you do not have to cram for hours 
(Oct: 23-Nov. 21): recently started a new relationship and you StraIght. 
The emester is almost over and you are are scared that when you go home for the hol-
feeling a little stressed out about the last cou- idays you two might fall apart. You are hes-
pIe of weeks. Finals are approaching and itant to go home for a month, but remember 
you are worried that if you do not do well the importance of family. Don't get too seri-
your grades will suffer. Scorpio, it is impor- ous before the break and be sure to talk about 
tant to remember to relax and not get too what you both want to happen now and when 
stressed. Study until you feel comfortable but you get back. Don't worry about it the entire 
balance that with sleep and relaxation. break, just relax and enjoy your time away 
Bottom line: minimize the stress. from school. Things will work out. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You have 
been a little upset because you are not able to 
go home for Thanksgiving and you are a little 
homesick. It is -hard to spend the holidays 
without your family, especially if it is the first 
time. Don't worry, things will be okay. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 17); You are the 
type of person that gets easily stressed, and 
the last few weeks of the semester are the 
worst for you. Keep working hard until the 
end and remember that you are about to get a 
month of freedom. Use the break to clear 
RAW BAR 
MI . UL CO. NI 
Aries (March 20-ApriI19): You may have 
recently started a new job and are happy with 
the way things are. This is a good time to 
save a little extra money since the holidays 
are right around the comer. You are going to 
face a problem when you try to take off for 
Christmas, however . Your boss will not 
allow you to take off as much time as you 
would like which upsets you a little. You 
accept the situation and just decide that it's an 
opportunity to double your hOUTS. Maybe all 
of this extra income will go towards that 
Spring Break fund. The beginning of the year 
brings some fresh faces to your circle of 
friends - something you will really enjoy. 
Taurus (April 20-May 19): This 
month, Taurus, you will share an 
amazing experience with your partner 
and decide that it might be a good time 
to move to the next level., Don't rush 
things; plan for them and soon they 
will go your way. During the holidays 
you will come across some money that 
will help to payoff some old debt or 
help you embark on something new. 
Gemini (May 20- June 20): 
Thursday, November 20, 2003 
Cancer (June 21 -July 20): One of your 
close friends asks for some advice next 
month and you are unsure how to help. You 
feel like you have some bias in the situation 
and that you can not help them. Instead of 
trying to tell your friend what to do just say 
how you feel and maybe he or she will find 
the answers they are looking for in that. It is 
important to remember that you cannot 
alway solve the problems of gthers. You are 
a great friend but -there are some things you 
just can't do. 
Leo (July 21-Aug. 22); Lately you have 
been having a hard time expressing yourself, 
Leo. In the past few months you have been 
very emotional and now it is as if you can't let 
any feelings out. You miss your family and 
can't wait to go home, but you feel like you 
are escaping your school problems by going 
home. It is important to resolve what you an 
before you leave so that you can enjoy your 
vacation and come back with a fre h start to 
the new year. 
Virgo (Aug 2!-Sept. 21): You have been 
dealing with a tough decision in the love 
department, Virgo and are unsure on what 
you want. You are finding that you have 
feelings for two different people and that 
scares you. Your heart is telling you one 
thing but your head is telling you another. 
You may feel attached to one person, while 
you are unsure what you are feeling for the 
other. You need to know who you are before 
you can possibly know who to share yourself 
with. Maybe you should take a break from 
everything and everyone but yourself and use 
this month away from school to have some 
fun and find yourself. Afterwards, you will 
have a better understanding of what you want 
in life and who you want to be with. 
Libra (Sept. 22-0ct. 22): Libra, you are 
on fire. You have never been a happy a you 
$2.00 eH U IRA BOTTLES Gemini, you have recently been 
dealt an obstacle in life 
.. ..---""'-= are right now. Your love life i 
$1.50 leN U RA BUD BUD LIGHT 
$ .50 ICH &BUDU T 
TUESDAY THURSDAY 
300 N. Kings Hwy. Broadway At The Beach 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 1320 Celebrity Square 
(843) 448-6162 ~ (843) 62&·9535 
Huge Mussells, Lucious Legs & Tasty Tails! 
and are having a hard 
time knowing what 
to do it. If you 
look at everything 
around you the 
answer is right in 
front of you. Try 
to follow your gut 
instinct in ~s case; 
it proves to be right 
AI 0, keep in mind 
honest hark work is 
better than cheating 
your way through 
something. Be your-
self; it will make life a 
lot easier 
enjoyable. 
good, your grades are good 
you like your job and you 
could not have better 
It i not over 
becau e thi is your 
month. Don't let a little 
bad news get you down' 
it will pass oon 
enough. With all this 
extra fun you've been 
having lately you are a little 
tight on money. Be sure to 
take care of all necessities 
first, rather than be frivo-
lous with your spendings. 
You may need a little extra 
at the first of the 
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Dear Lollita, 
I have been dating a great girl for the past 
few months, and things are going very well 
between us. However before we started dating 
r got into the habit of visiting the local strip 
clubs .and now I can't stop going. My girl-
friend hates that I go to the clubs. Is there any 
way that I can convince her that it doesn't 
change how f feel about her? 
-Stressed about Strippers 
Dear Stressed. 
Sadly. there may Dot be a way to make your 
woman see that you looking at naked ladies all 
evening is' not an insult to her. By nature. 
women are insecure creatures. Instinctively 
your girlfriend. is going to think that there is 
something wrong with her body and because of 
that you. wOUld prefer to see a strange woman 
dance for you. When you feel the desire to 
view the body of a woman other than the one 
you are dating. she is bound to get jealous. 
And she has every right to feel jealous. 
The website askmen.com tells readers to 
put themselves in the woman's position. 
"If your woman went out to male strip 
joints with all her girJfriends ..• ~ wouldn't you 
have a tingly feeling more commonly known as 
jealousy rusbing tbrQUgh your body? Wouldn~t 
~ou wonder if she did some fondl.ing~ or hOW 
many penises were being waved in her fal;x:1-
Squawk! 
Well that same jealousy and those same 
questions are running thrOUgh your girlfriend's 
head, except.penises woul4 be replaced with 
breasts. 
Now that you have a better understanding 
of your girlfriend' frustration with the strip 
clubs, it may tie time to explain to her why you 
lo~e them so much. if you have not already 
tried this approach. There i most likely a 
deeper meaning' to your fascination with the 
ladies who bare it aU on stage than just the 
obvious bUtts and breasts. You may ha e to do 
a little soul searching to find oot the true rea-
sons so you can fully explain theIn to your girl-
friend. 
Two of 1he reasons you may fiBd yourself 
so attracted to 1be strip clubs include the fact 
that you are guarantee(l to see a naked body, 
aod 8! hoIIle your girlfriend migh,t not be in the 
mood for a striptease. Or maybe being .sur-
rounded by die daDciJJg ladies is a way for you 
to forget the worries of your life and just have 
fun. These are bodllogical reasons, but it may 
still fie bard fOr your girlfriend. to loot past the 
fact that bretsts other dian hers are being 
bounced around in your fiM;e. 
So in CODclusion~ talk to your girlfriend. 
but dotft be di$appointed when she still gets 
upset over your extracurricular activity; this 
debate is as old as time and Will COfltinue until 
the end of time. 
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I Concert Review: Saves the Day 
I 
I • 
i awe m 
main rea on I ather wa for a e the 
Day. 
The con ert opened at 7:30 ·th 
Moneen, ho w a band I had ne er 
heard f but the yn p i of th ir per-
formance remain untold becau e I 
couldn't come t a verdict. I per onall .. 
didn't like them all that mu h bu orne 
pe pie really got into :it. The pit 'a 
packed by the time Moneen fmi ed 
their et and the cool air conditioning wa 
beginning to fee) the wrath a more pe -
pie drifted in for Taking Bac' uncia) . 
A the temperature began to ri e, 0 did 
the noise Ie el and immaturit . I gue 
being in college really has an effect n 
bow you 100 at high chool kids at c n-
eeru. There wa orne unnece ary 
mo hing, and people just being dumb, 
and the ight of 10 crowd urfe up at 
once proved annoying. 
Taking Bac unclay played an awe-
orne performance with almo t their 
whole CD including one of my favorite , 
"Ghost Man on Third and Cute 
Without the E." They kept the crowd 
involved and maintained a good tring of 
song throughout the entire et They 
played for about 30-35 minutes and then guy. 
By Ashley Batliner 
Squawk! editor 
What to do after college is a familiar question that most 
Coastal students ask themselves at least once. We wonder 
where we will be in 10 years and if we will be happy. The four 
or more years spent in college are a platform for the many 
career years that lie ahead. Jimongkonkul Santino knew that 
he wanted to be part of something that would give back to the 
community, and that is just what .he does. 
Mr. Santino was born and raised in Thailand. He moved to 
the area in 1977 to attend Coastal; he was on a scholarship and 
was the first foreign exchange student at Coastal. Mr. Santino 
graduated in 1980 with a business degree and went on to work 
for a local restaurant that would later become his very own. 
He bought the restaurant and changed its name to Santino's in 
1987 and since then the six locations have become very popu-
lar, especially for Coastal students. With the convenience of 
one of these restaurants being right across the street from cam-
pus on Hwy. 544, Santino's is visited daily by many Coastal 
students. Also, students that live on campus utilize Santino's 
delivery service and enjoy the incredible pizza and subs from 
the comfort of their own dorm room. 
Santino's has a laid back atmosphere and is the kind of place 
you will return to time and time again. Its menu contains such 
items as homemade pizzaa, subs, chicken wings, pasta, salad 
and many more choices. The reasonable prices make it very 
affordable for the average college student. If you have never 
eaten at Santino's, give it a try sometime - especially the cheese 
bread. . 
For Mr. Santino, getting started in this business was not a 
piece of cake. 
"Success takes at least 10 to 15 years of hard work and 
effort," said Mr. Santino. 
His hard work has certainly paid off; he can now do what 
he loves and be able to provide for his wife and four kids at the 
same time. Mr. Santino lives by his own philosophy of "If you 
really want to be successful in what you know is important, 
then you have to pay the price and sacrifice some of the things 
you once thought were important. " 
In his life he took a risk and left his comfortable engineer-
ing tech. job and bought a restaurant, it has worked for him and 
he encourages all others to do the same. 
"Take risks and use your talents and it will lead to happi-
ness" said Mr. Santino. 
There are many wonderful things about owning your own 
business, such as you can chose your hours, you work with 
whomever you want as well as many more perks, but with that 
comes much responsibility. Not only does your work effect 
your income but also the incomes of many employees. 
Although there is much work that comes with Mr: Santino's 
business he is proud of himself and loves what he does. 
"Being able to control my own destiny makes every hour of 
work put in worth while. " 
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access to a plethora of 
information and activities 
assistant editor 
website you will never have to 
go to a store that will overcharg~ 
you for the movie or will not 
that had once not been possible to enjoy 
from the comforts of our homes. With the 
help of a modem and a phone line, infor-
mation can be obtained on the population 
of Bismarck, ND to stock quotes to hotel 
reservations to research information on the 
reproductive habits of plarikton to naked 
ladies and every possible topic in between. 
And if those were not good enough 
reasons to be a huge fan of the Internet, 
here is the icing on the cake: online shop-
ping. What could possibly be more con-
venient than sitting in front of a screen and 
buying any product from anywhere in the 
world? Nothing I tell you, nothing. 
Online shopping alleviates the need to 
drive to a mall, shop for hours and not find 
what you want and drive home disappoint-
ed because you wasted hours of your life 
that you will never get back. Every store 
and catalog that you love, and some you 
have never heard of, all have websites that 
have all of your favorite products waiting 
for your purchase. ' 
There are also websites dedicated to 
certain types of merchandise, such as 
www.deepdiscountdvd.com. which sells 
just about ev~ry movie and television series 
that is available on DVD for the lowest 
price and shipping is free. Thanks to this 
even have it in stock. Thanks to this web-
site and so many others, you will never 
have to get out of bed or put on pants to 
shop. 
Of course, there is really no need to 
explain the convenience that is 
www.ebay.com since it can be assumed 
that most college students have had an ebay 
experience at least once. But for the sake 
of making a point, www.ebay.comis an 
incredibly helpful shopping tool for any-
one. Anything and everything can and is 
sold on ebay, through auctions or through 
regular sales. 
Other advantages to online shopping 
include the fact that it is the easiest way to 
find and buy certain items that may not be 
available at the local mall, such as foreign 
items or collectable items. And if you are 
purchasing something that may be embar-
rassing, shopping for it over the Internet 
can save you from the judgmental looks 
from the cashier. 
This holiday season, if you are not 
already an online shopping guru, do some 
searching on the computer to fmd those 
perfect gifts and save yourself the headache 
and hassle of attending the mall for gift 
hunting. 
The holidays are By Anne-Marie D'Onofrio ous little eyes to spy. 
approaching and all good editor-in-chief Seems harmless, 'yes? It 
people out there are searching for gifts for very well may be - until you take out the 
friends and family. This time of year the credit card and start adding up the cost of the 
malls can get crowded and at times that can items in that handy little electronic hopping 
certainly be a mood dampener, or at least it cart. It is at this very turning point that the 
can for me. What is the alternative to head- situation has the potential to turn dangerous. 
ing to the overcrowded malls? Why, online All it takes is a bit of typing and a few sim-
shopping of course. pIe clicks before all those lovely items will 
Now, while searching online for great soon be on their way to your mailbox. Oh the 
items to buy may be very convenient, I find temptation! 
that it can also be addictive. Honestly, what All of that clicking and surfing is just so 
is not enticing aoout shopping online? First easy that is may even make the weak shopper 
of all, you don't even have to make the effort forget about the budget he or she has been 
to spruce yourself up or motivate yourself to trying to follow. Shopping can often be 
go anywhere. This is perhaps the biggest impulsive in and of itself, but when combined 
draw to shopping online. You can sit on your with the convenience of the Internet it is that 
butt all disheveled in your pajamas and surf much more impulsive. You can just keep "-
the net without a care in the world. Sounds clicking away and never even have the bur-
great doesn't it? den of lugging the items around the store the 
Like all things that are convenient, mak- entire time you are shopping. 
ing purchases from the Internet can become How often do you sit around with a group 
too convement and become a sort of addic- of people and shop ~nline? Most likely, the 
tion. Maybe you are sitting at home or at the answer is hardly ever. If you go out shopping 
office without much work to do. The monot- with a group of friends, someone can tell you 
ony of Solitaire has fmally gotten to you and how awful that outfit looks, and hence, ave 
there's not much else for you to do. Find you from wasting the money. While sitting at 
your favorite store or catalog online and start home by your elf, no one is there to ave you 
browsing through their website to see what from making tho e shopping blunders. 
new goodies they have waiting for your curi-
" 
With only three more weeks until the end of exams, the 
fall emester is quickly approaching its end. Is it just us, or 
do the rest of the students and faculty feel that this semester 
has gone by at warp speed? What makes this semester seem 
so short in comparison with others? 
Perhaps one explanation is the chaos that became part of 
daily life this semester. Whether 'chaos was masked as the 
streams of cars overflowing out of parking lots, the increased 
number of people on campus everyday or the many forums 
addressing safety and other campus issues, it cannot not be 
said for sure. What can be said however, is that the chaos 
made its presence known to many. 
Everyone wilnes ing our first win at our first game also 
remembers the excitement. We were all part of history. 
Each week that we had a home game there was something to 
look forward to. Along with the fun of watching the game 
aI!d cheering on our Chanticleers, football brought a new 
place for friends to gather - it also brought a college tradition 
in which we all had the opportunity to take part. . 
So maybe thi erne ter was about life les oDS not ju t the 
lesson we find in cla srooms. We had hi tory res ons, and 
maybe we didn't know it. • We al 0 had les on in public 
speaking, and maybe at the time we didn't realize that either. 
We had lessons in immunity, teaching us that our small cam-
pus is not immune to problems that plague much larger cam-
puses. Among the many lessons that remain is the les on in 
not passing up opportunity. 
Another explanation could be the excitement associated 
with our first season of football. Those of us that camped 
out that very first night in hopes of getting Coastal's equiva-
lent to Wonka' s golden ticket remember the excitement. 
This semester was also a semeste.r of changes. We 
learned about and experienced the changes and effects of 
growth on a small college campus. We also learned possi-
bilities of what the future may hold for Coastal. We learned 
what we, the student body, are most concerned about and 
what actions we would like to take in conquering the obsta-
cles that cause these concerns. We learned to listen, we 
learned to use our voices as powerful tools and we learned 
that everyone cares about something. 
At Coastal, we all have the opportunity to be a part of 
something and to ~e a difference Pick your battles and 
choose your cause; then do something for it. Use the lessons 
learned in listening and the lessons learned in using your 
voice and put them to the test. keep the ball rolling and give 
others some~g to learn as well. We all will be wiser 
because someone chose to care. 
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Chants slip past Armed Force All-star prese o 
By McI(enzie Jackson 
In the world of sports, no 
matter how it is accomplished, 
a victory is a victory. The 
in just under two minutes of play and would never relinquish field. They got a combined 66 poin from fast break 1a 
it. 
staff writer 
men's basketball team can 
take solace in that statement about their victory over the 
Armed Forces All-stars, Thursday, Nov. 12 at Kimbel 
Arena. The Chanticleers won 84-77. 
In a tough, physical game that featured sloppy ball-han-
dling and turnovers galore on the part of both teams the 
Chanticl~rs got off to a slow start and fell behind 9-0. After 
a timeout called by CCU at the 17:50 mark in the first half 
Coastal's Brandon Newby, who scored 12 points in the con-
test, made a spectacular drive to the basket in which he split 
between two defenders in mid-air flight towards the basket 
and converted a lay-up. The basket by Newby started a 12-2 
scoring run by the Chanticleers, in which they took the lead 
The Chanticleers led 42-30 at the intermission and built 
the lead to as high as 19 points in the second half, with a 
score of 60-41 with 13:07 to play. There wa no quit in the 
Armed Force All-star however, as they capitalized off 
Chanticleer turnovers by scoring 22 points. They also had 13 
second chance points. The All-stars got has close has five 
points with 30.5 second to go. But, Coastal's E.I. Gallup 
and Kelvin Coggins put the game away for the Chan . 
and points in the paint, hicb featured re e la -up • 
drives to the bas et and hoo ho coming & Alvin Green 
(16 pts), Colin Stevens(2 pts), Matthij eincle (2 pt ), 
Anthony Su njara (8 p ), and ewb. The Chants al h t 
75 percent from behind the arc, WIth E.1. Gallup hittin 3-6 
attempts. 
With the victory, the Chanticlee fini bed th pr 
with a 2-0 ree rd but the al 0 wed that the till 
some wor . to d heading into the sea on. 1be Chanticleer 
who are pic ed to fini h th in the Big uth thi ear ill Gallup, who finished with a game high 21 poin ,hit our 
clutch foul shots to seal the game for the Chanticleer . 
Coggins, who had 6 points and led the Chants with 6 
rebounds in the contest, hit 2 foul shots after the All-stars 
blew their final opportunity to score and were forced to foul. 
In the game, the Chanticleers shot 57.9 percent from the 
tart their sea n playin in the Pep i-Man t Clas i in 
Pougbkeep ie, Y. The two-day tournament w ic 
ov. 22, has th Chan matched up against 
Foxe and then either ale or Ea rn Michl an o. 23 
Lady Chants end best season Libert in a league 0 it 
By Chauncey Smith 
staff writer 
Soccer Team Ends Season With 
Mixed Results 
By Chauncey Smith 
The Lady Chants' occer season 
hit a high note on Saturday 1 Nov. 1 
as they tied Charle ton Southern 1-1 
and clinched a share of the Big South 
regular season conference title. 
In addition, Candice Doten 
Bobbie Parsons and Marisa Kovacs 
were named to the All-Big South 
first team at the Big South Women's 
Soccer awards banquet on Nov. 5. 
Coach Karrie Miller was also hon-
ored with the Big South Coach of 
the Year award in recognition for the 
strong showing Coastal made this 
year despite being ranked fourth in 
the Big South preseason poll. 
However, these awards probably 
do little to comfort the Lady Chants 
now, as they were upset in the first 
round of the Big South tournament 
by seventh-seed Birmingham-
Southern 2-0. Coastal came into the 
game already owning a victory over 
the Panthers from earlier in the sea-
SOD, and easily outshot them 23-8 
and managed seven comer kicks to 
three for the Panthers. But the Lady 
Chants failed to produce the statistic 
that matters as they failed to sneak a 
goal in and could not top 
Birmingham-Southern from coring 
two second half goals. Par oDS and 
Simone Borucinski each had six 
hots in the game with four on goal 
from Borucinski. 
Despite the disappointing end of 
the season, Coastal still made po i-
tive news when on Nov. 6, senior 
goalkeeper Candice Doten was 
named to the 2003 Academic AU-
District III University Division 
Women's Soccer Second Team for 
the second consecutive year. Doten 
earned the spot by maintaining a 
cumulative GPA of 3.694. She also 
was named to first team All-Big 
South, the All-Academic team, and 
was named the Big South Scholar-
Athelete of the Year for the second 
straight season. Doten led the 
league in shutouts, with a school-
record of five, as well as goals-
against average. 
The 2003 Lady Chants final 
mark of 10-9-1 accounted for their 
best season in their four-year histo-
ry, besting last year's record of 8-7-
5. Bobbie Parsons led the squad 
with 11 goals and. six assists in the 
season. 
B) David Wetzel There an old 
staff writer cliche that say 
the third time i a 
charm. If 0 Liberty ha left the Coa tal Carolina 
volleyball tearn with hope ... or i it mere supersti-
tion? 
With a four game rout of the Lady Chan on 
No\,. ,Liberty spaced i elf from the re of th 
conference and wept the regular season et with 
Coastal Carolina. After 10 ing the first game 30-
20, Liberty won by the core of 30-19, 30-22 and 
30-27 leaving second placed Coastal Carolina 
hungry for yet another chance. 
"Coach always say that it' hard to beat a 
team three times," said ophomore Jennifer 
Hampton who had 42 set as is . "We are really 
hoping that we will come out and play our be 
game to beat them finally [in the Big South 
Conference tournament]. " 
The Lady Chants connected with a .316 hitting 
percentage in the first game, but could not hold off 
Liberty as it only had one player, freshman Kristin 
Rinne, in double figures in dig with 12. Against 
a Coastal Carolina team that leads the Big South 
Conference in dig ,Liberty' dominance proved 
why it has been the favorite in the conference all 
year long. 
"I think Liberty is a great team and they 
deserve first place right now." said Coach Kristen 
Bauer. .. When it comes to us playing Liberty [in 
the tournament], it'll be neutral ground; that help 
us. I think it'll be a battle. I know we can do it 
fini has di proved th 
critic who predicted them Wlth a fourth pIa pr.-
sea n ranIdllg. Thi has only added motI au n 0 
a young squad tha i hungry for . ct 
"I think that we've reall com 1 ether 
team," said Hampt n. .. e th ugh we~ 
ranked lower in presea n than w h old ha 
been so we wanted to pro 'e them wrong ... 
Coastal Carolina doe n seem to mind pia -
ing in Binningham as th wept the Pan r i 
three game . The Lad Chan hope th gym will 
remain friendly to give them an ther chance at 
Liberty. 
"There' no guarantee get to Lt rty, bu 
that is one of our goal , to get t finals, and 
think they may get there," said Bauer. "'The ar 
a strong team but they ha en t seen our best yet. 
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Leforce hopes Lady Chants' experience will lead to season's success 
By Aaron Milz Give him Liberty or give him death. 
Well, maybe women's basketball coach 
Alan Leforce is not quite that adamant 
about beating the Big South Conference's preseason #1 team, 
Liberty University, but he is very determined to knock off last 
year' BSC champions. 
staff writer 
"We're all chasing Liberty, but I think we have a good 
shot, we can move up the ladder," said Leforce. 
Coastal will have three rungs to climb in that ladder, as 
they are ranked preseason #4, to take the lead spot in the 
BSe. 
Revenge is another factor in the much-desired win over 
Liberty, as Coastal' season ended last year in the BSe semi-
fInal with a 78-68 loss to the team. 
"I think mentally we've clo ed the gap, because our peo-
ple now feel that we can beat Liberty. We almo t beat them 
here last year, 0 I think mentally we've closed the gap 
some," said Leforce. 
Another barrier Coastal players will have to overcome is 
the height disadvantage that they have against Liberty, and 
many of the other teams in the conference. 
"There are probably not many teams in the country, on 
the women's side, that have the height that [Liberty] has," 
said Leforce. 
' .. he lofty Liberty team is lead by junior center Katie 
Feenstra, who measures in at 6'8". 
Coastal will look to senior center Crystal Brown to over-
come her disadvantage, standing at 6' 1 " tall, with aggression. 
"Crystal is avery, very aggressive player; she works 
hard everyday and goes full blast all the time," said Leforce. 
Brown led the team in rebounds last year, at 6.9 per 
game, but also in foul outs, with eight on the year. Both of 
these stats were credited to her aggressive play, but Leforce 
is confident that Brown's experience will help her to harness 
that energy which will result in less foul outs this season. 
"She' an experienced and mature player now, so hope-
fully we're gonna be able to keep her in the game, becau e 
we need her becau e he's been our number one rebounder 
and she' a big strong person that can knock around inside " 
said Leforce. 
Coa tal's bigge t weapon will be senior Nikki Reddick, 
who has been nominated to the pre eason All-Big South 
Conference Fir t Team. She lead the Lady Chant in almost 
every tatistical category including scoring, with 20.7 poin 
per game. She is et to become the all-time leading scorer for 
Coa tal this year, needing only 130 points for the rec9rd. 
Thi number pales in compari on to her 560 point last year, 
so she is almost certain to accomplish this monumental goal. 
"I'm sure she's gonna pa s that record, and justifiably 
so," said Leforce, and he was quick to add that "not only is 
Nikki a corer, she's ort of our blender, he's our glue, he's 
the person we go to in crucial situations. She can get the job 
done whether it's a shot or pass or whatever we need." 
De pite the presence of such a dominating force as 
Reddick, Leforce said that the main thing that will propel the 
Lady Chants to the top this year will be their experience. 
Coastal comes to the line with five seniois this year, all of 
which have a good chance of being in the starting lineup. 
"Really we should be better than fourth, and I base that 
on the fact that we have five seniors on our basketball team. 
We have a chance to do really good because of our maturity 
and our experience," said Leforce. 
This experience i coming from a quad that wa econd 
in the conference last year in offense and in turnovers forced. 
In contrast to the experience and familiarity of the play-
er thi· year is the coaching staff, which has two new addi-
tion in the a sistant coaching area. Dee l?ennix and Mark 
Kost join Leforce this year as hi a si tant . 
"Both of them are very energetic and relate really well to 
our young ladie , both have a lot of enthu ia m for the game 
and are eager to learn, 0 they bring a lot to the program," 
said Leforce. 
Pennix both played and coached for the BSC' High 
Point, so he has a lot of knowledge and experience in the 
league. Kost, on the other hand, made the trip to Coa tal 
from otre Dame, where he coached in the basketball and 
football departments of the pre tigiou univer ity. Each 
coach brings helpful attribute to the women' ba ketball 
squad. 
The Coastal Carolina gym average 115 more fans than 
it opponents per game. Thi is a major factor in view of the 
fact that over half of the Lady Chants game are at home. 
"With the student body growing, and with the size of this 
gym, if we could fill the thing up I don't think we'd ever 10 
a game," aid Leforce. "I say this, and I believe thi . On 
game night the fans do more to a ba ketball team than the 
coach because when you get in here, and we get these people 
rockin' and rollin' in this gym, it can really be a help to your 
basketball team. I'm counting on [the fans] to get out here this 
year." 
The Lady Chants open the 2003-2004 season on Friday, 
Nov. 21,. with a home game against Ander on College. 
By Daniel Nolan thought I would see hundreds of 
highlights of football follies and 
blunders. I thought I would see 
plenty of fumbles, overthrown 
passe and lost balls. I thought I 
would see the Redskins go to the 
Super Bowl and the Chants to the 
toilet bowl. 
ers I saw how much it hurts them 
to disappoint their coach. This is a 
kind of relationship I have seen 
before in football teams, one that 
has been to two Super Bowls and 
one that is undefeated in the NFL 
as we speak. 
together on the football field. Boozer vs. Marcus Camby is the 
better rivalry right now. Until 
the e team get better and are play-
ing for the playoffs then this isn't 
a rivalry folks, it's a box score. 
staff writer 
You saw it. 
I saw it. 
We all saw it. 
Homecoming weekend we all 
thought we saw Coastal's football 
team's spirit break after a tough 
loss to VMI in its final home game 
of the season. 
I knew it; sooner or later we 
would see a loss that crushes this 
team's spirit - a loss from which it 
could not rebound. 
When Coach David Bennett 
told me at the beginning of the 
year that Coastal would be in a 
national championship before I 
graduated, to be honest, my first 
thought was, 'Man this guy is a 
loon, a whack job, a couple cards 
short of a full deck,' if you know 
what I mean. I didn't think they 
would win their first game or let 
alone even have a record just over 
. 500. 
Hell, I thought I was going 
spend more time laughing at the 
team than watching it. I thought I 
would see them lose every game. I 
That's right, I am talking about 
After the disheartening Dick Vermeil. His long record of 
That relationship is one that 
stays firm after a tough loss, one 
that doesn't break. One that 
rebounds a team to win 52-27, and 
moves its record to 5 and 4. 
So I admit it, I was wrong. 
So the next time Coach Bennett 
tells me "We are going to be in a 
~~;~::!~;2:.: Outside the highlights: national champi-onship," I'll start waiting in line for 
tickets. team either a winner or 
a loser, and I saw that 
Coastal has it. For the _ 
first time all season I 
saw it. Not because it 
wasn't there, but because I wasn't 
looking in the right place. I didn't 
see it in the winner's circle or the 
winning team's si4eline. I saw it 
on Coach David Bennett's face in 
the press conference and on the 
faces of his players during my 
interviews .... I saw that they had 
heart . 
I saw the affect Coach Bennett 
has on his players; I know how 
much he cares for them and how 
in return they play "balls out" for 
him. Talking to some of the play-
"I saw the signs" My $0.02 Ashley C-
Why do guys · slap 
each others' butts 
success - first at Philadelphia, 
then in St. Louis and now in 
Kansas City - is underscored by 
the relationships he has enjoyed 
with his players. When he cries 
after big wins, the players see that. 
It means something. 
Long before the Coaches 
Bennett and Vermeil were at the 
midseason point, they were in 
players' homes laughing it up. 
They were doing volunteer work 
with their players and bonding 
together before they battled 
in sports? 
It's an affirmation for a job 
well done, nothing says that mo~e 
than a good slap on the butt ... and 
a high five is just too girly. 
Jerry M- What did you think of 
Mello vs. Bron? Was it over-
hyped? 
This game was Ryan Leaf, 
Madonna kissing Britney Spears 
and Crystal Pepsi all thrown 
together. This wasn't Bird vs. 
Magic, it was two rookies playing 
in a meaningless game; Carlos 
Joe G- What happened to my 
Raiders? 
They lost two quarterbacks in 
a week; there is dis ension within 
the team and the rest of the play-
ers are looking into ocial security. 
It's over for the Raiders. 
• Chad F- Why do tennis shoe 
cost so much? 
I love people who help me fill 
up my column. It's because it 
costs a lot to lun a sweat shop. 
If you have a sports question 
email Noland062000@yahoo.com. 
and if your question is used you 
win 2 cents. 
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Holmes' Two Goals Propel Birmingham-
Southern Past Radford, 3-0 2003 Big South Men's 
Soccer Championship Match #4 
RADFORD, Va.-Jamie Holmes scored two second-half 
goals; including the game-winner, to lead second-seeded 
Birmingham-Southern to a 3-0 win over seventh-seeded 
Radfprd in the first round of the Big South Men's Soccer 
Tournament at Patrick D. Cupp Memorial Stadium. 
The Panthers (11-4-4) advance to the semifinals and will 
face third-seeded Liberty at 7 p.m. tomorrow evening. 
Radford finished the season at 8-9-2. 
The two teams played a coreles first half in blustery 
cold conditions. Holmes scored his first goal in the second 
half from inside the box off a tip from Sven Simon at 63:28. 
Simon found the back of the net in the 74th minute when he 
fired a shot from the top of the box off a pass from ick 
Barcelona. Holmes followed with his second goal on a break-
away feed from Simon at 86:14. 
Radford was forced to play a man down for rno t of the 
second half following the ejection of senior Erik Sokolik: at 
49:15. 
Lopsided shots in each half showed the effect of the 
windy conditions, as RU outshot the Panthers 12-2 in the fIrst 
half, but 'did not manage a shot in the econd half, where BSC 
tallied 15 shots. The physical contest saw Radford collect 17 
fouls to Birmingham-Southem's 15. The Panthers also 
recorded 11 corner kicks while the Highlanders had three. 
Roberts' Goal Lifts Liberty Past High Point, 2-
1 2003 Big South Men's Soccer Championship 
Match #3 
RADFORD, Va.-Liberty' Darryl Roberts broke a 1-1 
tie in the 77th minute to propel the third-seeded Flames to a 
2-1 win over ixth- eeded High Point (4-14-2) in game three 
of the Big South Men's Soccer Championship from Radford' 
Patrick D. Cupp Memorial Stadium. 
The Flame (8-8-1) advance to the emifinals and will 
face the winner of Match #4 between No.2 Birmingham-
Southern and No.7 Radford University at 7 p.m. tomorrow 
evening. 
Liberty got on the board first in the 15th minute on a goal 
from Matt Morris. The Flames, outshooting the Panthers 3-0 
in the fIrst half, held the lead into the break as neither team 
generated much offense. 
High Point fInally found the back of the net in the 72nd 
minute. Matt Wood lofted the ball just over the outstretched 
arms of LU keeper K.J. Sabotchick for the game-tying goal. 
But, just five minutes later, Roberts headed home a Pavel 
Cancura cross for the game-winner. 
The Panthers would have their chances in the second half, 
outshooting Liberty 10-4 and holding an 8-0 a.dvantage in 
comers, but they were unable to find the equalizer. For the 
game, Sabotchick made four saves, while HPU's Matt Long 
stopped one shot. 
High Point. finished the night outshooting Liberty, 10-7. 
while each team had eight comer kicks. 
Top-Seeded Coastal Carolina Advances To 
Semirmals With ~ Victory Over VMI 2003 Big 
South Men's Soccer Championship Match #2 
RADFORD, Va.-Top-seeded Coa tal Carolina used 
three first-half goals to defeat eighth-seeded Virginia Military 
Institute, 3-0 in the fIrst round of the Big South Men's Soccer 
Championship from Radford's Patrick D. Cupp Memorial 
Stadium. The Chanticleers will face o. 4 Winthrop, who 
defeatejl UNC Asheville 4-1 in game one, at 4:00 p.m. 
tomorrow. 
Coastal took advantage of the wind (up to 45-50 mph 
gusts), with most of the play on their half of the field, out-
shooting VMI 16-1 and coring all three of their goals. 
Defender Bobby Zimmer opened the coring in the 17th 
minute when a clearing attempt by VMI was len cked down 
by the wind right to Zimmer, who too ' the ball in midair and 
curled his shot to the top left comer for a 1-0 lead. 
CCU would make it 2-0 in the 37th minut when Ryan 
Johnson scored off a rebound on a sho b ltayi Pondwa. 
With just five seconds remaining Joseph gwenya, the Big 
South's Player of the Year, corralled a 100 e ball in close and 
touched it home for the third Coastal goal of the match. 
The play in the econd half was back and forth with both 
team unable to fInd the back of the net. 'MJ Brian 
Douglas had a strong game in net, stopping 11 hots, lOin 
the first half. Andrew Paxton picked up the hutout for ceu 
without making a ave. Coastal outshot VMI, 21-5 for the 
match and held an 11-2 advantage in comers. 
Winthrop Defeats UNC Asheville, 5-1 2003 Big 
South Men's Soccer Championship Match #1 
RADFORD, Va.-Fourth-seeded Winthrop made the 
most of a very windy day in the fIrst round of the Big S uth 
Conference Championship, winning 5-1 over fifth-seeded 
UNC Ashe ilIe Thur day at Patrick D. Cupp Memorial 
Stadium. 
With winds blowing steadily at about 25 to 30 mile per 
hour and gusting as high as 40 mph. Winthrop 11-7 -J) 
scored five second-half goals to secure the 'ictory and 
advance to the semifinals for the fifth time in ix years. U C 
Asheville fInishes the season at 8-9-2. 
Winthrop's first goal came when Lloyd Gofton lobbed a 
shot towards the goal from midfield. The wind-aided shot 
took an Eagle bounce into the upper right corner at the 50:23 
mark. UNC Asheville responded at 63:14 when Mike Kachan 
took a feed from Greg Garrison around Winthrop keeper 
Patrick O'Callaghan. 
Winthrop picked up another goal when UNC Asheville 
misplayed a ball and it slipped into their own net to give the 
Eagles a 3-1 lead at the 69:29 mark. Winthrop would extend 
its lead on two lloyd Afriyie scores, this first coming when 
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Donald Macgregor threw th ball in to Afri ie, who had 
clear ix-yard trike. Afriyie cored agai 82: 
Michael Chumah too' a feed from Vali Amason and dr:e 
keeper out. A qui tap to Afriyi ,wh had an ope 1 
gave a 4-1 lead. Macgregor po ted th final core of th 
game, coring on a lob from the left id of the field at 
88:31 mark. 
Winthrop led in ho , 10-7 and com r . c 
O'Callaghan made three save ti r th Eagle hil 
keeper Ben Betsalel opped one 'inthrop ho. 
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"A lot of people SIV' 'boy, 
it's your tint ya'lLbad a 
chaDce to beat VMr,· said 
Coach David Bennett follow-
ing the loss. "We're just kind 
of tired of bearin& about the 
moral victories. 
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